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Our office will close at Noon on Wed., Not,. 21st and we
will be closed all day Thurs., Nov. 22for the
Thanksgiving Holiday.
We wish everyone a very happy 6- safe Thu nksgiring:
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Special to the Ledger
sensors to assist their efforts.
The Thanksgiving holiday
As part of its increased activalways means increased traffic ities, KSP will also be particion roads and highways through- pating in Operation CARE.
out the Commonwealth. As a (Combined Accident Reduction
result, the Kentucky State Effort). This nationwide proPolice will be boosting its road gram works to reduce crashes
patrols and operating safety on interstate highways and
checkpoints statewide begin- parkways by concentrating on
ning at 6 p.m. on Nov. 21 and the three key causes of traffic
ending at 11:59 p.m. on Sunday, fatalities: speeding, impaired
Nov. 25. Troopers will coordi- driving and failure to use occunate enforcement activities with pant restraints.
local police and sheriff's offices
"The Thanksgiving holiday
and use radar and laser equip- period is one of the busiest
ment as well as passive alcohol highway travel times," says

Red Cross
urges caution
when cooking
Special to the Ledger
As Murray and Calloway
County
residents
prepare
Thanksgiving Day meals, the
Calloway County Red Cross
urges families to be cautious in
the kitchen and to take action to
prevent
a
home
fire.
Thanksgiving Day has more
than double the number of home
cooking fires than an average
day according to the U.S. Fire
Administration. In fact, each
year more than 4,000 fires occur
on Thanksgiving Day.
"Unattended cooking is the
leading cause of Thanksgiving
Day home fires, and it's easy to
understand why," said Tory
Daughrity, Executive Director,
Calloway County Chapter. "It's
so easy to become distracted and
lose track of what's happening
in the kitchen when you are
enjoying spending time with
family and friends."
"We want everyone in
Murray and Calloway County to
have a happy and fire-free
Thanksgiving Day, so we're
urging people to stay alert and
keep safety in mind while
preparing a holiday feast," said
Daughrity.
To prevent kitchen fires, the
Red Cross recommends that you
keep potholders and food wrappers at least three feet away
from heat sources while cooking. In addition, stoves, ovens,
and ranges should be turned off

if the responsible adult leaves
the kitchen. Also, set timers to
keep track of turkeys and other
food items that require extended
cooking times.
If you plan to use a turkey
fryer this holiday season, the
American Red Cross strongly
recommends that you follow all
manufacturer guidelines regarding the use of these appliances.
If you are entertaining guests,
it's a good idea to designate a
responsible family member to
walk around the home making
sure that all candles and smoking materials are extinguished
once guests leave.
The
Calloway
County
Chapter responded to more than
20 home fires last year here in
Murray and Calloway County,
and provided more than 60 individuals with emergency assistance including shelter, food,
counseling, and more. This support is dependent on the generous financial contributions of
Murray and Calloway County
residents. You can help the Red
Cross continue to be ready to
respond and help fire victims by
making a financial contribution
to the Calloway County Chapter
today.
For more Red Cross fire safety and preparedness information
visit ww w.redcross.org/homefires
or www.callowayredcross.org.

-Through
Nov.
14,
Kentucky has recorded 751
highway fatalities in 2007,"
notes Adams. 'These needless
deaths are tragic and I urge all
motorists to protect themselves
and their fellow travelers by
following these safe driving
ups."
• Don't drink and drive.
Kentucky has a zero tolerance
policy regarding driving while
impaired by alcohol. Operating
a vehicle with a blood alcohol
level of .08 will result in an
immediate arrest even for first

AP
Holiday traveler Daniell Parks is shown with her teddy bear as she stands in line at Portland
International Airport during the start of the Thanksgiving holiday week Monday in Portland,
Ore.

Angels Clinic prepares
for 2008 fundraiser

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
The Rev. Dennis Norvell, center, chairman of the board of directors of the Angels Community
Clinic, along with staff at the clinic, met with representatives of AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals
Thursday for a check presentation. AstraZeneca presented the clinic with $10,000 for use
toward a 2008 fund-raising campaign. Norvell said a 2008 Lincoln MKX, similar to the one pic
lured, would be given away as part of the fund raiser.
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Kentucky
State
Police
Commissioner Jack Adams.
"Many Kentuckians will be
traveling within the state and
many more out-of-state visitors
will be travelling to or through
the Commonwealth. This
increased activity has the potential to produce added risks."
During the four-day 2006
Thanksgiving holiday period,
15 people died in motor vehicle
crashes on Kentucky roadways.
Of the 15 fatalities, 13 of the
victims were not using seat
belts.
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Holiday time means more traffic on roadways
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By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Representatives of AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals, a company that
has been "committed to patient health by continually working to discover, develop and deliver innovative health-care solutions that help
enrich the lives of patients, families and communities since 1912,"
recently presented the Angels Community Clinic with a check for
$10,000. The money will be used toward a 2008 fund-raising campaign for the clinic, according to the Rev. Dennis Norvell, chairman
of the board of directors of the clinic.
"We are planning a fund raiser after the first of the year. At that
time we will be giving away a 2008 Lincoln MKX that we are getting at cost from David Parker at Parker Ford," he said."We hope to
raise enough money to expand the clinic."
He said the details of the fund raiser would be announced in the
near future.
Gil R. Cowles, district sales manager, Gastrointestinal, CV and

II See Page 2A

time offenders. Motorists can
also be arrested for lower levels
if they are under 21 years of age
or operating a commercial vehicle.
el Buckle up. Kentucky law
makes the driver responsible for
assuring that all occupants in
their vehicle are properly
restrained. No warnings will be
issued to drivers found not
wearing a safety belt. They will
receive a citation.
• Use approved child

III See Page 2A

Beshear
predicts
tight
budget
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Gov,-elect Steve Beshear has
started reviewing the state's
financial situation and is predicting "tight
times" could be
ahead, he said
Monday.
Be shear.
who
takes
office on Dec.
11, said he's
looking both at
the state's current financial
Beahear
situation and at
what lies ahead.
It's among the many areas his
administration has to rein in
before taking office.
"It is going to be some tight
times financially, it looks like
right now," Beshear said.
Beshear met Monday morning with his transition team,
which is tasked with assessing
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's outgoing
administration.
Even though the election was
only about two weeks ago,
Beshear is already on a tight
schedule.
The General Assembly meets
in session again this January,
and its primary focus will be to
craft a two-year spending plan
for Kentucky. By state law,
Beshear has until the General
Assembly's 15th day in session
— which next year is Jan. 29 —
to present his two-year budget
proposal.
Currently, the state is operating on an $18.1 billion two-year
budget that expires in June.
Kentucky's fiscal outlook for
the next two years, however,
may not be very good, Beshear
said.
The Consensus Forecasting
Group, a panel of top economists from universities around
the state that meets periodically
to offer a revenue forecast,
recently released preliminary
figures that show the state may
already be down financially this
year.
The panel predicted state revenue for the current fiscal year
could be about $8.6 billion —
about $99 million less than the
budget anticipated. Revenue for
the next two fiscal years should
be about $8.9 billion and $9.2

IIII See Page 2A

WIN A HOUSE!
United Way of Murray/Calloway

TheB.,Bby
Grand
Home Give-A-Way!
Trent Garland Construction in Brum-ifs? Subdivision
30% Chomp

80% MINN

Partly Cloudy

Tickets On Sale Now - $100ma
Only 4,000 WIII Be Sold?
Tickets are available at: BRAT Bank, Heritage Bank, The Murray Bank,
Regions Rank and US Bank or you may also purchase tickets by
contacting the United Way of Murrawralloway County
by calling 12701 753-0317 or go on the web at wwwunitedwaymcc.org

Now Available, DAC fitness
courses for Children and Adults
53-6 11 1 • 809(oldwater Road, Muir
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Due to the Thanksgiving holiday city garbage pickup will
run one day in advance in some areas During the week
of Nov 19-23 Murray Sanitation Department is asking its
customers who are scheduled for pickups on Thursday to
set their garbage out on Wednesday this week no later
than 7 a m
For additional information call 762-0380
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Circuit clerk's
office to close early
Calloway County Circuit
Court Clerk Linda Avery
announced the circuit clerk's
office will close Wednesday at
3:30 p.m. for deputy clerk training. All other offices in the
Judicial Building will remain
open until 4:30 p.m.
The Judicial Building will be

•Budget ...
From Front

closed for the Thanksgiving holiday Thursday and Friday It will
reopen Monday for regular
operating house. The circuit
clerk's office hours are Monday
through Thursday, 8 a.m.-5:30
p.m., and Friday. 14 a.m.-4:30
p.m.
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billion respecusely, according to
the preliminary estimates.
While the numbers are
increasing, it's still uncertain
how inflation and other rising
costs will factor in, Beshear
said.
"We might be in for some
tight times," Beshear said.
"We'll know more later."
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INS
AstraZeneca, said, -This is a
very important and exciting day
for us. AstraZeneca is committed to improving the health of
patients and being a good corporate citizen. That's why we are
here today and proud to stand
with Angels Clinic for doing so
much to support our community.
"We are proud to stand with
Angels Clinic in support of our
community and their mission to
help patients."
NOTICE
AstraZeneca is an interna•Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet tional phamvaceutical company
this evening at 5:30 at Weaks with employees living and
Community Center. On the working in western Kentucky.
agenda for the meeting is
three decades
consideration of a new prop- For nearly
drug
erty maintenance and safety AstraZeneca has offered
ordinance, a resolution' hon- assistance programs side-byoring the 438th Military Police side with its medicines, and over
Company,a resolution assist- the past five years has provided
ing the U.S. 641 Water $3 billion in savings to more
District with a grant applica- than I million patients throughtion for construction and an out the United States and Puerto
executive session concerning Rico.
personnel.
"We are excited to work with
III The Murray City Council
will meet this evening at 6:30. Angels ('link' as they are an
Items on the agenda include important pan of patient healtha second reading to approve care in our community," he said.
this for commu.
v
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Townerier

Valve and alto appointment

two individuals to the Murray
Calloway County Transit
Authority Board
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.
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usual berets
SANTA SOLDIERS: Members of the 113th Army Band, Fort Knox, Ky., march with Santa hats in place of their
during the Elizabethtown, Ky. Christmas parade Saturday.

Violent al-Qaida presence found in northern Iraq

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Despite a decline in violence in
Iraq, northern Iraq has become
more violent than other regions
as al-Qaida and other militants
move there to avoid coalition
operations elsewhere, the
region's top U.S. commander
said Monday.
Army Maj. Gen. Mark P.
Herding said al-Qaida cells still
operate in all the key cities in the
north.
"What you're seeing is the
enemy shifting." Hertling told
Pentagon reporters in a video
conference from outside Tikrit
in northern Iraq.
Herding said militants have
been pushed east to his area
from Anbar by the so-called
Awakening movement, in which
local tribes have allied with the
coalition against al-Qaida.
cattiest in severOthers have been pushed north
al states that serve the working
to his area from the Baghdad
uninsured and Murray's Angels region, where this year's U.S.
Community Clinic was our troops escalation has made more
focus in Kentucky."

Do You Qualify
For Diabetic
Footwear Benefits?
If you have Medicare
Part B and Supplemental
Insurance you may be
eligible for
DIABETIC SHOES
AT LITTLE OR
NO COST TO YOU.

operations possible.
-The attacks are still much
higher than I would like here in
the north, but they are continuing to decrease in numbers and
scale of attacks," he said.
Herding said 1,830 roadside
bombs were placed in his region
in June. compared with 900 last
month.
The U.S. military says overall attacks in Iraq have fallen 55
percent since nearly 30,000
additional American troops
arrived in Iraq by June, and
some areas are experiencing
their lowest levels of violence
since the summer of 2005.
Still, the threat posed by
roadside bombs, which the military calls improvised explosive
devices, or IEDs, remains a serious problem, retired Gen.
Montgomery Meigs, director

4

the Pentagon's counter-IED continues into next year.
But Democrats say this isn't
organization, told reporters
necessarily true. Rep. John'
Monday.
Meigs said that while the Murtha, chairman of the House
total number of IED attacks has Defense appropriations subcom-•
declined markedly in recent mittee, said Congress included
months, the proportion of such $120 million for the task force in
attacks that result in U.S. casual- the military's 2008 annual budgties has dropped more slowly. et and the military can borrow
That is at least partly because against the rest of the $471 bilthe insurgents who are still car- lion that was approved. So far,
rying out the attacks have grown the Pentagon has not asked to
tranfer any money, he said.
more proficient.
"Protecting soldiers from
"They are better at it," than
many of the insurgents who IEDs has been an absolute priorhave given up attacking U.S. ity for this Congress," Murtha
said in a statement issued late
forces, he said.
•
Meigs also said that the Monday.
Meigs is leaving his position
standoff between the Congress
and President Bush over the on Nov. 30, to be replaced by
White House's request for war Army Lt. Gen. Thomas Metz, a.
funding is going to cripple his former commander of U.S;
organization's ability to pay for forces in Iraq.
aeW.,Pawner-1ED. projects, if it

•More traffic ...
From Front
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According
restraints.
Kentucky law, all children 40
inches in height or less, must be
buckled into a child safety
restraint seat that meets federal
standards. Children over 40
inches tall must wear a seat belt.
Violation of this law will result
in a $50.00 fine with an additional $10.00 fine donated to the
Traumatic Brain Injury Trust
Fund. Motorists should be aware
that the back seat is the safest
place for children to sit, especially in vehicles equipped with
passenger-side air bags. Infants
and toddlers should never ride in
the front seat of a vehicle with a
passenger-side air hag. Parents
should always be sure that their
child's safety seat has been
properly installed in the vehicle
according to the manufacturer's
instructions.
• Obey speed limits.
Excessive speed reduces your
ability to avoid a crash, extends
your vehicle's stopping distance
and increases the severity of a
crash when it occurs.
III Get enough sleep. Sleep
deprivation and fatigue can

cause lapses in attention, slowed
awareness and impaired judgement.
IN Don't tailgate. Follow
other vehicles at a safe distance.
If you find yourself being tailgated. don't hit the brakes. Slow
down gradually and let the other
vehicle pass you.
III Avoid aggressive driving
behaviors such as passing on the
shoulder of the road, changing
lanes without signaling, violating traffic signals and weaving
in and out of traffic.
III Expect the unexpected.
Watch traffic around you and be
prepared to react. Scan the road
ahead for potential hazards.
•Watch for road debris such
as tire treads, garbage, lumber.
gravel. tree limbs, mufflers and
exhaust parts.
III Take extra care on rural
roads with 55 mile per hour
speed limits.
• Avoid or minimize in-car
distractions such as cell phone
use, changing tapes or CDs,eating or other activities that can
remove your attention from the
road.
• Take frequent breaks to
keep alert dunng long distance

1'‘ MIL 111%111
Call for
Information
2/0-153-8055

trips.
• Be extra cautious around
large trucks. They have large
"blind spots" and much longer
stopping distances than passen-.
ger cars.
• Remember that three out
of four crashes happen within 25
miles of home at speeds of 45
miles per hour or less. About 40
percent of all fatal crashes occur
on roads where the speed limit i;
30 miles per hour or less.
"Staying focused and alert,
while driving is a year-round
message, but it needs to be reemphasized during busy holiday.
travel times," says Adams. "By
following this common sense
advice, we can all celebrate the
season by making it a death-free
.
holiday on our roadways."
Citizens can contribute to
highway safety during the holiday period by reporting erratic.
impaired or speeding drivers to,
the KSP toll-free hotline at I800-222-5555. Callers will
remain anonymous and should
give a description of the vehicle,
location, direction of travel and
license number, if possible.
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MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER

210 South 12111 Street• Murray,KY
"Since 1876 - A Name You Can Trust"
Over 130 Years of Service To This Area
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KentuckylnBrlet
Man, woman found shot to death
police say was murder-suicide
WESTPORT, Ky.(AP) — Police said the shooting deaths of an
estranged couple Monday in central Kentucky were an apparent
murder-suicide.
Charles Dye Jr., 51, and Tashit Dye, 35, were found dead around
p.m. EST, police said.
Oldham County had gone without any murders this year, The
Courier-Journal reported.
The woman had been staying with a relative and had taken out a
domestic violence order against her husband, police said.
"He chased her in the front yard a little bit and grabbed her by the
back of the head, and he shot her in the head, then shot himself,"
said Lt. Col. Billy Way of the Oldham County Police Department.
'The couple were in the process of divorcing. Way said.

Women who killed abusive
husbands seeking pardons
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A group of women convicted of
killing abusive husbands and boyfriends are seeking gubernatorial
pardons or clemency.
The women were convicted of manslaughter or murder after long
histories of domestic violence, said Marguerite Thomas, an attorney
for the Kentucky Department of Public Advocacy.
The Kentucky Domestic Violence Association and the
Department of Public Advocacy asked Gov. Ernie Fletcher to grant
clemency for nine women currently incarcerated in the Kentucky
Correctional Institution for Women and Otter Creek Correctional
Center.
'They also submitted requests for full gubernatorial pardons on
behalf of nine women whose sentences were commuted by former
Gov. Brereton Jones in 1995 and for two other women who have
since been released from prison.
The requests included more than 1,400 signatures of people
wanting the governor to review the cases and grant clemency for the
incarcerated women and full pardons for the women who have
already been released.
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Miller stepping down as party chair
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API
Kentucky Democrats will focus
next year on regaining dominance in the General Assembly
and attempting to gain a seat in
the state's Washington delegation, the party's newly appointed
chairwoman said Monday.
Shortly after her appointattorney
ment, Louisville
Jennifer Moore made her intentions clear: Democrats will seek
to regain some political ground
from Republicans.
"We're going to work hard
immediately to win back the
Jonathan Miller
state Senate, to keep our majori- ond term
as state treasurer, has
state
House
ty in the
and to take agreed to
become state finance
back the U.S. Senate seat in secretary
in Beshear's adminis2008," Moore said. "And, obvitration.
ously, we're going to start doing
Miller
became
the
that immediately."
Democratic Party chairman in
Gov.-elect Steve Beshear, May, after
Beshear emerged
who takes office on Dec. 11, from a
crowded six-candidate
announced he was recommend- field to
win the Democratic
ing Moore to be Jonathan nomination.
He said he was
Miller's permanent replacement writing a
resignation letter from
when the Democratic Party's
the chairmanship that would be
state central executive commiteffective Monday.
tee meets early next month.
Moore has been the party's
I Miller, who is finishing his sec- vice chajrwoman Nathan G.

Smith of Fort Mitchell is being
recommended as her replacement for that post.
Beshear said Moore would be
"one of the most highly qualified this state has ever seen."
Moore, 33, represented
Democrat Virginia Woodward in
her dispute with Republican
Dana Scum Stephenson over the
2004 election results for the
state Senate seat representing
the 37th District in Jefferson
County. The
case
over
Stephenson's residency requirements wound its way to the
Kentucky Supreme Court,
which ruled neither Stephenson
nor Woodward could hold the
seat.
Currently, the GOP holds a
21-16-I lead in the Senate,
while Democrats have a 63-37
advantage in the House.
Kentucky GOP Chairman
Steve Robertson said he was disappointed
with
Moore's
involvement during the previous
election cycle in ads targeting
Kentucky Secretary of State
Trey
Grayson.
Robertson
claimed the Democratic ads
against Grayson distorted his

defended and maintained were
accurate.
"If she's going to step up to
the big stage, she's got to learn
that there's going to be accountability
on
her
actions,"
Robertson said."We wish her all
the best success, but she needs
to understand that we're going
to be paying attention."
Moore said Democrats are
intent
on
the
reducing
Republican dominance in the
state Senate and seeking to oust
U.S. Senate Minority Leader
Mitch McConnell. Party officials would begin immediately
fundraising for the 2008 elections, Moore said.
McConnell, who at last count
had raised more than $9 million
for his re-election and had $7
million on hand, has already
been running campaign commercials for the 2008 campaign.
Political newcomer Michael
Cassaro, a Louisville-area doctor, is the only Democrat to enter
the race. However, Attorney
General Greg Stumbo and state
Auditor Crit Luallen, who won a
second term this month, are considering runs.

Judge rules state must give
man his wife's e-mail
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A judge in Frankfort has ruled the
state must turn over e-mails to a man who wants to see messages
sent between his wife and a co-worker at a state office.
The court yesterday granted Stephen Malmer's Open Records
Act request after the state Attorney General's Office said the Justice
and Public Safety Cabinet had violated the law by refusing to the
release the e-mails.
Malmer wants to see messages between his wife, Bobbie
Malmer, and former state employee David Moss from 2005 and
2006.
Stephen Malmer says his wife has since acknowledged an affair,
but he wants to see the messages she and Moss exchanged. He says
his wife supported his efforts.

Coroner lists retirees' cause
of death as environmental exposure
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LEBANON, Ohio (AP) — Two women who died after getting
lost on a shopping trip died from exposure to the environment, a
coroner said.
Jimmy Pollard, the coroner in Henry County, Ky., said Tuesday
that anything beyond that is speculation.
Ada Wasson, 80, and Mary Ellen Walters, 68, disappeared in
April after leaving the Otterbein Retirement Community for a shopping trip. Their remains were found in October near their car in a
field near Campbellsburg, Ky.
Authorities believe the women became lost while searching for
an outlet store and missed their exit off Interstate 71. It was not until
six months later that a man and his son who were deer hunting found
the women's remains.
Pollard says there's no doubt that exposure to the elements contributed to their deaths. But he says the precise time and manner of
death is not known.

SONY BRAVIA

26" Flat Panel • HD16x9 Screen Size
1080i Resolution
KDL-26S3000

SONY BRAVIA

32" Flat Panel • HD-TV
16x9 Screen Size
1080i Resolution
KDL-32S3000

FAA investigating vehicle
on airport runway
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A vehicle encroached on the main
runway at Blue Grass Airport in Lexington while a landing jet was
taxiing, and the Federal Aviation Administration was investigating.
The vehicle and two others were never closer than 4,150 feet
from the Pinnacle Airlines jet, and there was no danger of a collision, FAA spokesman Warren Woodberry said.
The incident at 10:11 a.m. EST Monday involved Flight 5888
from Detroit, Woodberry said.
An airport vehicle was leading two landscape vehicles that were
seeding grass next to the runway and asked air-traffic control for
permission to move to another location. Woodberry said the vehicle
was told to hold short of the main runway at a taxiway intersection.
He said the flight crew reported that two of the right wheels of
one of the seeding vehicles, which was parallel to the runway, were
partially over the hold-short line.
The Pinnacle pilot asked the air-traffic control tower if the vehicle was supposed to be where it was, said Ken Bechtold, local representative for the National Air Traffic Controllers Association. He
said the airport vehicle "went over the hold-short line by a couple of
tires" and called the incident "very, very minor."
Pinnacle spokesman Joe Williams said the airline's chief pilot's
office is also investigating.
The airport referred questions to the FAA.
Woodberry said the incident probably would be classified as a
"Category D" runway incursion, meaning there was no chance of a
collision.
• In August 2006, 49 people were killed when a Comair jet
attempted to take off from the wrong runway at the airport.
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Al Smith's Last Show. Sounds like the title of a serious
drama or maybe a mournful country song. But the mood was
anything but dismal Fnday night As Al Smith anchored ithrs
iii ii ciii I n Kentucky" for his final time.
The show began. as usual. with a recitation of issues dominating the headlines for
the week. And then Mr. Smith departed from
the routine. aimouncing that 'Three-hundredand-forty friends and a few soreheads" were
assembled in the studio for the occasion.
"I didn't know I had this many fnends."
he quipped
"Comment- first aired in 1974. the good
old days when Al had a shock of dark hair
He reminisced briefly about the show's prelucre, confessing that he'd been so nervous
he locked his keys in his car and almost
Main Street didn't make it to Lexington in proper time
By Constance He got over the initial trepidation and has
heel' a Friday night staple on KFT ever
Alexander
slice. longer than any other PBS public
Local
affairs program moderator.
Columnist
Current political events were the topic for
the first part ol the show, including vanous
appointments to the cabinet 01 Gov.-elect Steve Beshear. The
pace was upbeat and the audience responded with enthusiasm.
-Thiny-three years of *Comment' and we've never had any
applause." Smith remarked.
In between discussions of challenges facing the new governor. global warming, clean coal technology. education and other
issues, panelists lauded Smith for his record of public service.
"Al has been a catalyst for so many things in Kentucky."
one observed, then went on to list Smith's role in helpinr
found Leadership Kentucky and the Kentucky (hal History
Commission, as well as his efforts in the formation of the
Kentucky Arts Council.
In addition. Al was a founding director of the Prichard
Committee for Academic Excellence and the Governor's Scholars program. and helias served on the hoard of Shakenown at
Pleasant Hill. Inc., and the University Press of Kentucky Foundation. A stint as co-chair of the Appalachian Regional coinMISSI011 from 19110-82, took Mr Smith to Washington. hut his
heart never left Kentucky.
Journalism has always been at the core of Al's career.
he had been tired from
XL cording to his own candid at
his lob as a paper in New ()deans vvhen he had an otter from
a newspaper in Russellville. Fie describes his arrival in western
Kentucky in stark terms. quick to admit troubles with alcoholism and a penchant for swagger.
On Friday night, a film tilled "Russellville:The Roots of
Comment" showcased Al Smith's work there. In Al's narrative.
he credited the community for inspiring him to get sober and
get a gnp on his life, Eventually. he became editor of the local
paper and ended up owning a chain of papers.
tate wi smolt town% wrimitriud litsiviso• praise from Al
smith Ile 11:11:61•111.11 the ,•1,11111 and spint of everyday people
in finding v..iy s to improve the quality of every aspect of life
Below that, he'd always telt headed tor the big IMIC, but his
,ision sit the world changed in Russellville. according to a
-1( tunial article.
"When I figured out that Russellville is a Immature of the
world.1 got my head on straight," he explained "Everything
Mat went on in the bigger world was there in the little world.
the police, the schools, the lire depaninent. the need for jobs.
every issue was right on my desk every day for
tor health
,1 country editor to think and wnte about."
In Russellville. Al Smith began re-wnting his own story. The
happy tale includes marriage to his beloved Martha Helen. thee
v hildren and giandchildren.
At $0. retirement Is INN a notion that Smith embraces. Ile is
wnting his autobiography and plans to continue his work with
the Institute for Rural Journalism and Community. Issues at the
University of Kentucky.
Alter the official broavkast was tisen Friday iught, the di,
uswon continued till camera. Smith outlined :I senes sit 'worn iikluLitions he hoped Gov Beshear would heed lie also talked
Assn KE'l and its role 111 keeping the public informed 01
issues around the commonwealth. with special kutlos to Leonard
Press, who came to Kentucky Mini Massachusetts V.1111 his
wife. 11.1i. it, become KIT founding director
Al Smith reminded the audience that witlusit a statewide
newspaper and with dump:. that Misr: taken some corporate
interests out of state and c',eni ott -shore. KET endures a, .i
beacon that shines light Ohl the whole state.
'Support KET:' Smith said "It supports me. It supports
At the end there was no tarewell to Mrs. Kalahash. no spotlight. no teats Al Smith stayed on to answer questions and
erect well-wtsliers who had trawled long distances to honor his
sers ice
"It was a little like being present at your own funeral." Al
observtd later. his smile intact and a twinkle in his eye.
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Double Jeopardy
When used as it noun, the
word debate means, "A discussion involving opposing
points of view." Using such
a definition, the Republican
and Democratic presidential candidates are
engaging in
something
other than
debate. The
Democrats
agree that
President
Cal's
Bush is a
Thoughts lousy presiBy Cal Thomas dent, the
war is lost.
Syndicated
higher
Columnist
taxes are
good and whoever is talking
would niake the better president. The Republicans, who
rarely mention the president,
agree that Hillary Clinton
would he a had president
and each could tight terrorists better than any Democrat, except for Ron Paul who
doesn't want to fight anyone.
These things resemble the
game show "Jeopardy": "I'll
have poll-tested answers for
$200. Alex." If all the candidates were better looking,
younger and female, we
could call them beauty contests. Miss Congeniality
might say: 'My one goal in
life is world peace.'
These non-debates resem-

ble a cattle auction, except
that the cattle want to buy
us, or at least our votes.
They seem to be saying,
"How much can I sell you
on the idea that I will be
the best of the stock you
see parading before you'?
How much do you believe
the bull I'm telling Wolf,
Tim, Chris Matthews, Brian,
Campbell, John, Wendell.
Carl, Chris Wallace and
Brit?"
Why can't more voters
ask questions? Why must we
hear these candidates who
want the power to tax our
income and send our daughters and sons off to war (or
not) filtered through journalists, who have their own
agendas?
Maybe it's a poker game:
'I raise my opponents' promise with two promises of my
own." Then my opponent
thinks I'm bluffing, calls my
het and raises me with two
more promises.
In none of these game
shows/auctions/poker games
have I heard a Republican
or Democratic presidential
candidate talk about my
responsibilities in this
uniquely privileged land.
President John F. Kennedy,
who was taken from us 44
years ago this week, famously said. "Ask not what your
country can do for you; ask
what you can do for your

country." In this self-centered
generation that precept might
be modified to "ask what
you can do for yourself and
stop asking politicians and
government to do it for
you."
Where are the orators
who will lead us away from
our fixation on pleasure and
prosperity and back to an
ethic well understood by previous generations; an ethic of
responsibility and accountability? America, always a
dream in search of the ideal,
has been transformed from a
"can-do on my own" to a
"can't do without government" culture of victims; a
giant government ATM that
dispenses redistributed goodies to all-comers.
America is a country that
offers opportunity, not guaranteed outcomes, because not
everyone has the same abilities, intelligence, drive, or
interests. Life isn't about
acquiring larger homes, possessing more things and
ever-expanding government.
It is (or used to be) about
building character and being
content with what you have.
The poorest American is
richer in temporal things.
political freedom and opportunity than the poor of most
other nations. Most of our
needs are met. But in our
consumer culture, driven by
sophisticated marketing tech-

niques, our wants can never
be sufficiently satisfied to
bring contentment. Why don't
any of the candidates talk
this way?
Who among the presidential candidates would dare
say: "I can't force you to
get married, stay married and
be more than a biological
father or mother; I lack the
power to make you stay in
school, or work hard in
order to succeed; I can't
require you to obey the law
and a higher moral ethic that
will not only benefit you,
but promote the general welfare. Stop whining and go
out and make a life for
yourself."
The debate format should
be changed. Put two at a
time in a room, with a moderator who introduces them
and leaves. Let them talk to
each other and to us for an
hour. They can take calls if
they like. The televised conversation would have more
credibility than the sound
bytes cross-dressing as real
debate.
Is this any way to consider who should be president?
If you say yes, then you
might be auctioning our
future, or playing a highstakes poker game with a
bad hand that could put the
nation in double jeopardy.

Tourism could be a profitable adventure
favorite adventure hotspot in
Kentucky. We will use those
to compile a list of favorite
By RANDY FIVE:ASH
adventure destinations. Log
on to www.KYUnbndledAdture tounsm in eastern Kenadventure. Whether it's a
venture.com and tell us what
tucky.
wild nvie or a walk in the
your adventure spot
makes
That study, released in
woods. Kentucky offers a
special.
August. showed increased
full range of possible advenSecond. help us create a
spending on adventure
ture activities, and we want
complete list of adventure
tourism in eastern Kentucky
to maximize our assets.
travel venues in the state.
could bnng in 130,(X)0 newWe started looking more
We are asking all visitor
more
year,
a
create
travvisitors
closely at the adventure
attractions, local tounsm
than 1500 new jobs and
el market more than a year
organizations, plus convention
have an estimated economic
ago when we commissioned
and visitor bureaus to take a
impact of up to $100 mila study to determine the
good look at the adventure
lion.
economic potential of adventravel opportunities in their
If adventure travel can
areas and make sure those
add that much to just one
places are included on the
region of Kentucky, imagine
statewide registry. Those venhow much we can grow
ues also can be registered at
adventure travel statewide.
www.KYUnbridledAdventure.c
To better market our
adventure travel opportunities. om.
So whether you prefer to
we've started a new camclimb Natural Bridge, hike
paign entitled. 'Kentucky
the Land Between the Lakes,
Unbridled Adventure.' The
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
spelunk through Mammoth
campaign comes with a new
Washington, D.C. 20510
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg
Cave .or trek down the trails
"Unbridled Adventure" logo
1-202-225-3115
www house.govivehitheld
and plans to increase market- on an A TV, Kentucky has a
location perfect for your next
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
ing and promotion of Kenadventure - whatever that
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510 tucky's many outdoor advenadventure might be.
1-202-224-4343 ture activities.
www pm bunning bunning.senate gov
How can • you help' There
Randy Fireash is commisU.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
are two different ways.
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D C 20510
sioner of the Kentucky
your
about
us
tell
First,
1-202-224-2541 (Washington it)
Department of Tourism.

Kentucky has the opportunity to attract hundreds of
millions of new tourism dollars simply by cultivating
one of its valuable assets adventure travel.
Adventure travel Is one of
the lastest growing forms of
tourism in the country. It
includes stich activities as
rock climbing. hiking, whitewater rafting. spelunking.
hiking, ATV riding and
nature viewing. What's really
interesting is that everyone
different definition of
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Soldier decries AWOL arrest at VA hospital

Mc Cadene Lamb
The funeral toi Ms Carlene Lamb will be Wednesday at 2 p.m.
at Coldwater Church of Christ. Hayes Grady and Richard Gulll will
officiate. Burial will follow in the church cemetery.
Visitation will be from 5 to 8 p.m. today (11sesday)at Imes-Miller
Funeral Home and after noon on Wednesday at the church. Online
condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom
Ms. Lamb, 94, Coldwater, died Sunday, Nov. 18, 2007, at 4:40
P.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
A retired seamstress at Merit Clothing, Mayfield, she was a member of Coldwater Church of Christ.
Born May 18, 1913, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late William G. and Judy Pea Lamb. Also preceding her in death
were three sisters, Altie Lamb, Alzie Tabers and Hattie Watson, and
one brother, Archie Earl Lamb. Survivors include several nieces and
nephew,.

Ricky Brooks
The funeral for Ricky Brooks was today (Tuesday) at II a.m. in
the LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. Gary
Collier officiated. Burial was in the Olive Branch Cemetery, Cottage
Grove, Tenn.
: Mr. Brooks, 51, Paris, Tenn., died Saturday. Nov. 17, 2007, at his
tiome. He formerly worked as an engineer at Tecumseh Products,
Flans, Tenn. Born Nov. 29, 1955, in Paris, he was the son of the late
Donald McSwain Brooks and lean Williamson Brooks.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Wendy Ann Leach Brooks,
Murray, Ky., to whom he was married Feb. 28, 1998; one son, Greg
[hooks, Paris, Tenn.; three daughters, Mrs. Amy Fox and husband,
Craig, Hazel, Mrs. Leslie Parrish, Huntingdon, Tenn., and Mrs.
Fimily Odom, Murray; seven grandchildren, Colby and Logan Fox,
nce Robinson, Taxi Garcia, Jack Odom, and Eve and Grace
.sh; one brother, Gary Brooks and wife, Diane. Paris; uncle,
oy Williamson; one nephew, Brian Brooks and wife, Anita; one
m-eat-nephew, Ryan Brooks.
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study: Deaths from heart
disease down in older adults
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ATLANTA (AP) - For
decades, heart disease death
rates have been falling. But a
new study shows a troubling
turn - more women under 45
are dying of heart disease due to
clogged arteries, and the death
rate for men that age has leveled
off.
Heart experts aren't sure
what went wrong, but they think
increasing rates of obesity and
other risk factors are to blame.
The rates will have to be
monitored to see if this is the
beginning of a real trend. But if
the data holds, the new study
may be an early glimpse of the
impact of escalating obesity and
diabetes on U.S. deaths, said
Wayne Rosamond, a University
of North Carolina epidemiology
professor and expert on heart
disease statistics.
"This could be a harbinger of
things to come," Rosamond
said.
To be sure, the overall trend
is still positive: From 1980
through 2002, the death rate
from blocked heart arteries was
cut in half for men and women
over 35. Improvements in treatment and preventive measures,
including cholesterol-lowering
medications, get the credit.
But what's going on with
younger adults is startling, said
Dr. Anthony DeMaria. editor of
the Journal of the American
College of Cardiology, which is
publishing the study and
released it Monday.
"We have a pretty rosy view
of how things are going in the
war against cardiovascular disease." DeMaria said. "I view
this paper as a wake-up call that
says there is a very important
segment of our population that
needR some attention."
Heart disease is the leading
cause of death in the United
States, killing almost 700,((X)
Americans each year.
Nearly 500,000 of those
deaths are attributed to coronary
heart disease, in which fat and
plaque clog the arteries feeding
blood to the heart, sometimes
called hardening of the arteries.
Heart attacks are a common
result.
It can take many years for
arteries to get dangerously
blocked. About 93 percent of
deaths occur in people 55 and
older.
But a combination of factors
- including genetics. obesity
and high cholesterol - are
sometimes fatal for younger
adults. In 2002, about 25.000
men and 8.000 women ages 35
to 54 died of coronary heart disease.
The study was done by
researchers at the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and Control
and Prevention and Britain's
University of Liverpool. They
looked at U.S. vital statistics for
artery-related deaths in adults
ages 35 and older for the years

The U S death rate from heart
disease in women fell 49 percent
since 1980, but the rate for
women aged 35-44 rose
U.S. mortality from coronary
heart disease ages 35-44

U.S. age-adjusted mortality
from coronary heart disease
for those aged e 35 years
1 000 deaths per 100 000

1980 through 2002, the most
recent year for which data was
available when the analysis was
done.
When they compared age
groups, they detected the worrisome difference. The study
found the death rate for women
ages .35 to 44 rose from 1997 to
2002. when the rate was 8.2 per
1(0,000 women, the highest it's
been since 1987.
In actual numbers, the
increase amounts to roughly 100
added deaths a year of women in
that age group. That's a relatively small impact in the entire
U.S. population.
Still, the results are statistically significant and a legitimate
cause for concern, said Dr.
Wayne Giles, director of the
CDC's division of adult and
community health.
"That's like an MD-88 crashing every year," he said, referring to a medium-size commuter
jet plane.
The rates for men age 35 to
44 were relatively stable in the
last few years of the study period. The rate was 26 deaths per
100,000 men in that age group
in 2002.
The fact the male rate didn't
worsen may indicate doctors are
more likely to suspect heart disease in men that age than in
women, said the CDC's Dr. Earl
Ford, a study co-author.
For all ages, the female death
rate fell to 261 from 514 per
100,000; the male rate fell to
430 from 898 per 100,000.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)A soldier facing his second tour
of duty in Iraq said in a jailhousc
interview Monday that he was at
a hospital seeking mental help
when he was arrested in the
middle of the night for allegedly
being absent without leave.
Spc. Justin Faulkner insists
his superior officers at Fort
Campbell knew about his mental problems but refused to provide adequate treatment.
On Thursday, Faulkner
checked into a Lexington VA
hospital, where doctors told him
they wanted to keep him until
Monday for observation. Police
showed up at the hospital shortly after 2 a.m. Saturday to take
him to jail.
"It's humiliating, degrading,"
Faulkner, 22, of Stanton, said in
an
interview
with
The
Associated Press minutes before
his release from the Fayette
County Detention Center. "It's
made me lose respect for the
military. To come and arrest me
at the VA, it wasn't like I was
trying to hide, trying to run. 1
was getting help. 1 am being
punished for getting help."

He said civilian life including work ass prison guard
- wasn't working for him, and
the Army offered him a S20,000
bonus to re-enlist. Not until his
redeployment date got near did
the symptoms become unbearable, he said.
As for the war itself,
Faulkner says he supports the
soldiers but believes it's time for
the troops to come home.
"To me, we're fighting
Bush's war that his dad couldn't
finish," he said.
The arrest comes days after
the Army announced soldiers
are deserting their posts at the
highest rate since 1980. About
nine in every 1,000 soldiers
deserted in fiscal year 2007,
which ended Sept. 30, compared
with seven in every 1,000 the
previous year.
Overall, 4,698 soldiers
deserted this year, compared
with 3,301 last year.
Faulkner said he isn't surprised. "When you're over
there, you're keeping peace
between two religious conununities," he said. "They see it as
pointless going back risking

This undated, but recent picture from the LexingtonFayette County jail shows
Justin
Faulkner.
The
Kentucky soldier, facing his
second tour of duty in Iraq,
was seeking mental help at a
veterans
hospital
when
police showed up in the middle of the night to arrest him.
their lives to a war that's not
going to make any effect on
them."

U.S. set to host Mideast peace conference
WASHINGTON (AP) The United States plans to issue
as early as today official invitations to a much-anticipated
Middle East conference, to be
held next week at Annapolis.
Md., hoping for strong backing
from a select group of Arab
nations for the U.S. effort to
relaunch
Israeli-Palestinian
peace talks.
As the U.S. finalizes preparations, the State Department will
start sending out invitations
overnight for the event, U.S.
officials said Monday. The conference will be held in
Annapolis on Nov. 27 in
between
meetings
in
Washington. The main guests
are the Israelis and the
Palestinians, and the Bush
administration also is inviting
Egypt, Jordan, Saudi Arabia,
Syria and key international
players in the peace process, the
officials said.
The invitations are to be sent
by diplomatic cable to U.S.
embassies in the countries concerned, with instructions to
Washington's ambassadors to
present them to their host governments' foreign ministries, the
officials said. They will ask that
each nation send its highestranking appropriate official to
Annapolis.
The White House has said
President Bush will attend at
least part of the event chaired by
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice, who also will host a preconference dinner at the State
Department on Nov. 26, according to the officials, who spoke
on condition of anonymity
ahead of the announcement.
The State Department held
off on invitations in an attempt
to get as much done to prepare
for the meeting before formally
committing to the dates. Details
about the meeting, including the
guest list and agenda, are
expected to be made public in
the coming days.
State Department spokesman
Sean McCormack said preparations for the meeting were nearly complete and Rice had spent
a good deal of time over the
weekend calling officials in the
Middle East for last-minute consultations.
Among others, Rice telephoned Israeli Prime Minister
Ehud
Olmert, Palestinian
President Mahmoud Abbas,
Israeli Foreign Minister Tzipi
Livni and Egyptian Foreign
Minister Ahmed Aboul-Gheit.
She also called Lebanese
President Fuad Saniora, with
whom she discussed both peace
efforts and Lebanon's upcoming
presidential
elections,
McCormack said.
U.N. Secretary-General Ban
Ki-moon said he spoke with
Rice on Sunday and will participate in the Annapolis conference.
"I think this international
conference in Annapolis will be
a good beginning of a credible

Opportunities for Inexperienced and
Expenenced Dnvers
NEW HIGHER PAY PACKAGES
Company-provided CDL training for
qualified candidates
Nearly 2/3 of Schneider dnvers get
home daily or weekly
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Faulkner, who concluded a
one-year tour of duty in Iraq in
February 2006, was due to head
back there Monday to join the
rest of his unit. He was released
from jail on the condition he
report back to Fort Campbell on
Tuesday.
"1 kept getting these flashbacks, these recurring scenes
from when I was over there the
first time," Faulkner said. "I get
these anxiety attacks at night,
and sometimes during the day, I
daze off. I can't get it out of my
head. It wasn't until I was told 1
had to go back to Iraq, something just clicked in my head it was like reliving your worst
nightmare."
Faulkner's superior officer at
Fort Campbell, Sgt. Donnie
Burnett, said he wasn't authorized to comment on the case,
Fort Campbell spokeswoman
Cathy Grarnling said she couldn't comment on specifics
because of privacy issues but
said "there are systems in place
on the installation and through
the chain of command to ensure
soldiers receive the treatment
they require."

process to resolve all these
issues," Ban told reporters in
New York on Monday. "At the
same time, I'd like to see that
the participant's ... base their
expectations on a more practical
and realistic assessment."
Bush, who announced plans
for the conference in July, and
Rice hope Annapolis will launch
the first serious round of Israel,
Palestinian peace talks in more
than seven years with the participants' endorsement of a joint
document now being prepared
by Israeli and Palestinian officials.
"We do have a sense that
they are continuing to make
progress, not only on the document but also on what comes
after Annapolis," McCormack
said.
While awaiting the formal
announcement of the conference, the State Department also
welcomed pre-Annapolis steps
announced Monday by Olmert's
cabinet, including the release of
Palestinian prisoners and a fresh
commitment to not construct
new settlements in the West
Bank.
"Our view is that the steps
that the Israeli government have
announced are positive confidence-building measures in the
run-up
to
Annapolis,"
McCormack said, adding that
such steps are points that "both
sides can build on, where they
can build up that mutual confidence and try to improve daily
lives on both sides, for both the
Palestinians as well as the
Israelis."
Meanwhile, a large group of

U.S. lawmakers urged Rice in a
letter to make the most of the
conference. "Clearly, robust,
hands-on U.S. leadership and
diplomacy is necessary to frame
not only on what transpires at

the meeting, but on what takes
place before and after it," said
the letter, co-authored by Reps.
Gary Ackerman, D-N.Y., and
Charles Boustany Jr. R-La., and
signed by 133 other members.
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'Live Nativity Scenes' will
be at MSU Expo Center

'Christmas
in Kentucky'
CD released
-Chnstmas in Kentucky" is
the title song from a new, alloriginal Christmas CD by Patricia and Joe Tarentino, a pair
of musicians who live on Lake
Barkley. They perform together throughout western Kentucky as members of the popular group. Jazzin'.
In 2004 they decided to pursue another dream, which was
to create a CD of Christmas
tunes Patricia had written over
the years. It was a daunting
task, but through dogged determination and mutual effort they
accomplished their goal this
year.
Photo provided
Patricia thee ('layton), a
Madisonville native and grad- LIFE HOUSE: Pictured are some of the supporters for the ministry of Life House Care Center,
uate of Murray State Univer- 602 Poplar St., Murray, at its annual fundraising banquet held Nov. 10 at the Murray State
sity, was accustomed to only University Curns Center. Kathy and Adam Glovers spoke of their personal story of life
singing her Christmas tunes,
abortion as well as bnnging the music. The center will be celebrating 25 years of ministry
so transcribing them was the
as a provider of services for men and women that find themselves in a cnsis pregnancy,
2008
step.
time-consuming
first
Joe. also a graduate of MSU, and provides spiritual, mental and physical support during their time of need. Those who
then had to develop new skills would like to donate mail your tax deductible donation to Life House Care Center, 602 Poplar
as a sound engineer and pro- St, Murray, KY 42071 or drop by Monday through Thursday.
ducer. A former orchestra director, he relied heavily on his
teaching and performing experiences to produce rich orchesspecific career or career
with our students," relates
Resume Interview questral sounds on the recordings.
cluster. These Senior InterJean Bennett, community
The CD features an easy- tions, and prepared senior
view Days are a collaboraeducation coordinator.
listening mix of 12 original students eager to explore the
tive effort of the Calloway
work world
Students gain a personal
sacred and secular Christmas
after high
experience with a community County 4-H Program and
tunes written in a wide range
school personnel. During
school are
member in a career the stuof genres from folk to pop to
dent plans to pursue. StuNovember, we as a commuall found
jazz. The melodies are very
at the
nity are challenged to
dents learn to prepare
humble, while the words reveal
empower our youth. Senior
Senior
resumes, to dress for an
Patricia's knack for lyrical
Interview
interview and to answer and
Interview Days are a great
expression.
Days to be ask appropriate questions in
way to assist in the empowIf you're searching for a
an interview. They also have
erment of our youth. Call
held on
stocking stutter, "Chnstmas in
opportunity to evaluate the
Nov. 29 at
the Extension Office to volKentucky" will be available
Calloway
experience and write a thank
unteer to interview students
beginning Nov. 26 through a
Extension County and you note to community
on either Nov. 29 or Dec.
website
link
on
their
Notes
10 at our local high schools.
on Dec. II) member.
hup://web.mac.comItinote kitcd
By
The seniors have such a
The Calloway County
at Murray
haby.com.
Ginny Harper Iligh
Cooperative Extension Servariety of interests and
Calloway
career directions; more comvice is open Monday to Frirespectiveday from 8 a.m. to 4:30
County Agent ly.
munity members are needed
for 4-H/Youth
p.m. The phone number is
These
to assist in interviewing.
753-1452 and the fax is
UM= Many community members
have already volunteered, to
759-4243.
r4
0
of ou SWassist in the days. Immediate
&WS. We So appreciate the
needs of a Law/Criminal
The Calloway County 4-H
community members who
Justice, Cosmetology, ComCouncil receives funding
share their time and skills '
puter Science/Technology/Net- from the Murray-Calloway
Working. Medical Field, Pho- County United Way. Educatography, Pharmacy and Vettional programs of the Kenerinary Medicine have been
tucky Cooperative Extension
identified. All interested com- Service serve all people
munity members are welregardless of race, color,
come to assist in this excitage, sex, religion, disability
ing effort.
or national origin. University
A community member is
of Kentucky, Kentucky State
University, U.S. DepartTiOra
committing to approximately
an hour and half block of
of Agriculture. and Kentucky
time to interview three stucounties, cooperating.
dents interested in his/her

"Live Nativity Scenes" will be shown
Murray State University
inside of the
Exposition Center on College Farm Road
on Friday, Nov. 30, and Saturday, Dec. 1,
from 6 to 9 p.m. each night.
This will include live camels and refreshments.
Sponsoring the event are United
Methodist Churches of Calloway County.

Thanksgiving dinner planned
The third annual Thanksgiving dinner will
the MurBy Jo Burkeen be held on Thanksgiving Day at
ray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center,
Community
607 Poplar St., Murray. The dinner, sponEditor
sored by the Murray-Calloway County Min-,
isterial Association, will begin with a short worship service at
11 a.m. and dinner will be served from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. Everyone is welcome and there is no charge for the dinner. For transportation to the dinner call the Center at 7530929. To volunteer or make a donation, call Rev. Rose BogalAllbritten at 293-9490.
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Project Graduation plans event
after CCHS
Calloway County High School Project Graduation will have
in rebate day on Wednesday from I p.m. to closing a Domino's

Senior Interview Days to be held at schools

Pizza. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there
for Project Graduation at CCHS.

Volunteer bell

Seniors plan bowling
Seniors bowl at Corvette Lanes on Wednesday and Friday.
This is not a league, but bowlers will get a discount price.
Persons may sign up at 1:30 p.m., bowl at 1 p.m. and be
home by 4 p.m. For more information call Nancy Rubin at
474-8366.

Former employees will meet
All persons that were formerly employed at Fisher Price or
Mattel will have a meeting today at 1 at Sirloin Stockade.

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Allago
- planned Tuesday

•The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo Tuesday from
6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray.
Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and international chanties. For more information call 293-7061.

Tired of'Twisted
Tongies o Liuilts?
,07,for

Blood drive to be held

LET US DO 4KE.WORK!
Our professionals will do the exterior
holiday home decorating for you

EARTH
RARE
NURSERY & GARDEN CENTEP
2397 St.. Kt. 94 East • Murray

By LARRY DOYLE
Blood dnves chairman
On Friday between the hours
of 9 a.m. and noon the Red
Cross Blood Services Bloodmobile will be in the Office
Depot parking area at 662
North 12th St., Murray, taking blood donations
One pint of blood can provide life sustaining benefits for
three people. Only you can
provide lifesaving blood. It can't
be done without your help.
Become a member of an exclusive group: The 5 percent of
the eligible United States pop-

V-7R5'tp-A-'t
Remember When

SCRAPBOOKING
,1 Re-tIpertinci—Pritlety,"kw..23rd
The I hal alter Thanksgiving

ulation that actually donates
blood. Plan to donate blood
every 56 days (8 weeks) and
encourage others to give blood.
Each participant at Friday's
blood drive will be entered in
a drawing for a $50 gift card
to be given away on Friday.
Please set aside an hour or so
to give blood, and in addition,
your chance of winning $50
is around 1 in 40.
To be eligible to give blood,
donors must be healthy, at least
17 years old (no upper age
limit), weigh at least 110
pounds, not have given blood
in the last 56 days, and show
Red Cross donor's card, picture Id. or two of any other
forms of identification. A health
review will be conducted by
staff to determine eligibility to
give blood.
.
Refreshments will be served.
The next scheduled Red
Cross blood dnves in Calloway
County will be Nov. 29 and
30 from 10 a.m, to p.m. at
the Curtis Center, Murray State
University.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today at 5 at First
Christian Church fellowship hall, I 1 1 North Fifth St. Weighin will be from 5 to 5:30. All interested persons from age 9
and up can come to your first meeting for free with annual
membership of $24 and monthly dues of $5. For information
call Johna at 227-9521.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 at the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at 4892909 or Mike at 753-9127.

CCHS Softball plans event
Calloway County High School Softball will have a rebate
day at Sirloin Stockade today.

Two local groups now working
The Calloway County Senior Citizens Center and Murray
State University American Humanics students are joining forces
to create shoebox gifts for children in third-world countries
through Operation Christmas Child. Help is needed. Donations
of small toys, hygiene products, hard candy, educational supplies, etc., are now being accepted along with monetary donations. Donations may be dropped off at the Senior Citzens
Center at 607 Poplar St., Murray. For more information contact Elena Faraone or Christopher White via e-mail at
Elenalaraone@murraystate.edu or Christopherwhite@murraystate.edu or telephone Christopher at 205-5272.

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert has been issued for a twin size bed with
mattress and box springs for a single mother with two children. Anyone having items to donate call the Calloway County Family Resource Center at 762-7333.

CCHS Alumni has fundraiser
The Alumni & Associates of Calloway County Schools is
selling Amish baked goods for the holiday season. Orders are
now being taken for cakes, pies, rolls, and jars of homemade
jams and butters will be delivered freshly baked to customers
on Dec. 18 and 19. All proceeds will go toward classroom
donations and the annual scholarship fund. To place an order
contact any Alumni & Associates member or call Laura Lee
Winchester at 227-3441.
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ringers needed

The Calloway County Salvation Army Service Unit is looking for volunteer bell ringers for its annual Christmas appeal.
Kerry Lambert, head of the local unit, said "We will be starting on Friday and Saturday, Nov. 23 and 24, from 9 a.m. to
9 p.m. each day at Wal-Mart." Volunteers may call Lambert
at 762-1274 or at 753-7265 after 5 p.m. for scheduling a time
slot to volunteer.
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Fein fired as Racers' OC
MICHAEL DANN

Ledger &
limes

Mickey Fein
was let go of
his Offensive
Coordinator
duties Monday
after
spending the
last two years
as an assistant to Matt
Griffin
at
MSU.

GRIFFIN SAYS TEAM NEEDS TO GO IN NEW DIRECTION
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
It only makes sense.
After the year the Murray State
football team endured, it's only
reasonable for speculation to be
flying amuck about personnel
changes.
The winds of change began to
blow Monday following the Racers' 23-17 loss to Austin Peay over
the weekend at Roy Stewart Stadium.

The first name on the chopping
block was offensive coordinator
Mickey Fein.
Fein confirmed in a telephone
interview Monday that he was
indeed let go at MSU and only
said that he loved the town and
the university. He thanked MSU athletics director, Allen Ward, for the
opportunity and he thanked his players for their commitment.
Fein had no further comment
concerning his departure, which

comes after a 2-9 season.
MSU led the league in total
offense, but was seventh in scoring offense. The Racers entered
Saturday's game against Peay as
the 20th best passing offense in
the FCS at 256.3 yards a game.
The catalyst for that passing attack
was Jeff Ehrhardt, who, under Fein's
tutelage, ranked 16th nationally in
yards a game and was the second-rated freshman quarterback in
•See FEIN, 26

MSU FOOTBALL
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In his last Monday press conference, Matt Griffin said
issues that haunted the Racers will be remedied in the
offseason.
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Sleepless in
Murray
CHARLIE RIEDEL / AP

Missouri guard Stefhon Hannah, left, and Michigan State center Goran Suton, right, battle for a
rebound during the second half Monday at the Sprint Center in Kansas City, Mo.
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OFFSEASON ISSUES AT FOREFRONT FOR GRIFFIN & STAFF

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
In the midst of Fein's firing Monday, Griffin admitted
that he hasn't slept since Saturday's game. In the early
process of the offseason, he
said he's evaluating in terms
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — Michigan State coach guys of Missouri. Drew Neitzel made sure they came away
of how his coaches teach, what
Tom Izzo had just finished going over a grueling game with a win for all their trouble.
they teach and how much they
and
against Missouri when he was asked about facing No. 2
made
a
late
3-pointer
preseason
All-American
The
teach.
UCLA in the CBE Classic championship game Tuesday hit two free throws with 2.4 seconds left, helping the SparGriffin called Saturday's
night.
tans survive Missouri's pressure in an 86-83 victory Mongame-ending play "poetic jus"Why ruin a good night?" Izzo asked with a halfheart- day night.
tice" and followed that up with
ed laugh.
In the other semifinal, Love scored 18 points and grabbed
more questions and coaching
No doubt, it isn't going to be easy for the 10th-ranked 16 rebounds, helping second-ranked UCLA overcome a
and schemes.
Spartans. They had all kinds of trouble with Missouri's sloppy first half in a 71-59 victory over Maryland.
"To see it end like that after
relentless defensive pressure and now have to switch gears
fighting back. ... There's only
In the only other Top 25 games, No. II Marquette held
freshfeatures
burly
team
that
to face a big, athletic UCLA
so many schemes out there that
off Chaminade 74-63 and No. 13 Duke routed Princeton
man Kevin Love.
you can throw out at it. To
Inviational.
both
at
the
Maui
83-61,
"It's going to be a completely different prep, so it's
be real honest, you see it in
he
wanted
when
trouble
getting
where
Neitzel
had
little
going to be a long night," Izzo said. "What we went
the game tape, we have two
against tonight to what we'll go against tomorrow, guys he wanted in the first half, spotting up for 3-pointers, flickplayers right there. My questhat didn't post up much to guys that post up all the time, ing in fadeaways, whipping passes across the court and
tion to the coaches (Monday
guys that take you off the dribble now to guys who are through the lane. The preseason All-American had 16 points
morning) was why don't those
at the break, but made only one of the four shots he took
just going to beat you out."
players want to make those tackthe
game.
second
—
the
biggest
of
speedy
in
the
Michigan State (3-0) certainly had trouble with the
les? I got a pretty good idea.
Maybe they're not motivated.
Maybe that's our fault."
Griffin said he's not a proUK FOOTBALL
ponent of pointing fingers, but
did say some of that is the
interaction he sees between
players and coaches; something
of which he's evaluating right
Bowl.
City
or
Liberty
in
the
Music
that
we
can
either
Kentucky
football
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky week of
now.
That would be a disappointment. Brooks
coach Rich Brooks has always said his determine who the SEC East champion
"It's a problem that's going
and his players say.
tijo goal this season was for the Wild- will be," Brooks said.
to get remedied. I've said so
"It's a great sign that we're disappointShould the Wildcats win, the East title
cats to be a factor in the Southeastern
many times. The trick to this
dpnference race. This wasn't exactly what will go to Georgia, which beat Kentucky ed at this point with where we're finish- thing is to get these players
24-13 Saturday. It was the lowest point ing in the SEC East,- Brooks said.
he had in mind.
to their junior year and next
As for Woodson and the other seniors,
Tennessee comes to Lexington Satur- total of the year for Andre Woodson and
year is that year.no
shame
should
have
Brooks
says
they
offense,
which
has
high-octane
Kentucky's
day needing a victory to clinch the SEC
After graduating seven senthe
outcome.
regardless
of
weeks.
East and a berth in the title game against struggled the past four
iors Saturday, the Racers will
anything
good
as
"Their legacy is as
If Kentucky loses, it could be a case
LISU. The Wildcats (7-4, 3-4) are out of
await an NCAA appeal in
the race but still playing to upgrade their of deja vu from last year. The Wildcats that's happened around here for the past December to see if they can
bowl position and end a 22-game losing would end the regular season with the 30 years,- Brooks said. "Win or lose it get a medical redshirt for Nathan
same number of wins, and could be head- shouldn't tarnish it, but win, it should do Wiliams, who injured himself
streak against the Volunteers.
"It's significant going into the last ed back to Nashville, Tenn., to play again a great deal."
in the Louisville game.

TOP-10 TEAMS UCLA, MICHIGAN STATE TO FACE OFF IN TITLE GAME

Wildcats hope to spoil UT's title hopes

Also during Monday's final
press conference of the
season, Griffin annoucned
the team's non-conference
opponents

PROPOSED 2008 RACER
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
LAMSUTH
at Marina
.13 ILLINOIS STATE
Sept20 (at Western Kentucky or bye)
Sep1.27 TENNESSEE MARTIN
Oct 4
at Austin Petty
TENNESSEE TECH
Oct. 11
Oct 18 at Jacksonville State
Oct. 25 (at Western Kentucky or bye)
at Eastern 118nois
Nov. 1
SE MISSOURI STATE
Nov. 8
15 at Esesom Kentucky
. 30

Couple that with 24 juniors
for next season and Griffin is
"pretty excited."
"I believe in what we're
doing there," Griffin said. "We
just have to keep coaching
hard, coaching fair and recruit
some more bodies so we have
a level of competition that goes
three and four deep at a position. Right now, the best competition we've had has been
at quarterback. We've had a couple of guys play well there
this year and we have three good
guys there."
Griffin's wish list doesn't
compare to a seven-year-old's
at Christmas. It's concise and
to the point in terms of Racer
football for the future.
"We're going to take the
best athlete available at any
position. I know we have things
structured where we know we're
going to take this-many offensive lineman and quarterback
or this or that.
II See GRIFFIN, 2B
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Robinson scores fourth-straight
double-double for Skyhawks
TTU FALLS
AT HOME TO
BISON
Staff Report
MARTIN, Tenn. - Senior
Gerald Robinson recorded his
fourth consecutive double-double with 25 points and 16
rebounds, while junior Lester
Hudson poured in 32 points
and freshman Marquis Weddle
netted a career-high 27 points
to lead UT Martin to a lopsided 103-77 victory over
Covenant College from Lookout Mountain. Ga.
The Skyhawks improve to
3-3 on the year. while Covenant
falls to 2-5. The Skyhawks
return to action Nov. 29 when
they play at Arkansas State.
The Skyhawks outrebounded Covenant 52-25. Robinson

led the way for the Skyhawks
with 16 boards.
NORTH DAKOTA
STATE 90
TENNESSEE TECH 72
COOKEVILLE. Tenn. (API
- Ben Woodside scored a careerhigh 39 points to lift North
Dakota State past Tennessee
Tech 90-72 Monday night.
The Bison (3-2) led by as
many as 15 points en route to
a 46-32 halftime lead, but the
Golden Eagles ( I -3) pulled
within nine points three times
in the second half.
It was 64-55 before North
Dakota State pulled away again
with a 10-0 run.
North Dakota State made
27-of-30 free throws while the
Golden Eagles hit 7-of-lb.
Anthony Fisher led Tennessee Tech with 25 points.
The loss broke Tennessee
Tech's 12-game winning streak
at home.

School
Eastern Kentucky
Austin Peay
Eastern Illinois
Murray State
Samford
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee State
Morehead State
SE Missoun State
Tennessee Tech
Jacksonville State

OVC(Overall)
0-0 (2-1)
0-0 (1-1)
0-0 (1-1)
0-0 (1-1)
0-0 (1-1)
0-0 (3-3)
0-0 (2-3)
0-0 (1-2)
0-0 (1-2)
0-0 (1-3)
0-0 (1-3)

elondey. Nov 20
isanasserelasrtin 103 Covenant College 77
North Dakota State 90 Tennessee Tech 72
Sunday. Nov IS
Aeon 74 Tennessee Slate 72
TonleM
7 p rn
Sony Collies at%lecksonnie Ste*
7p
Essism Winos al Western areas
7 p or
Towson at &raked
7 30 p or
Evanevea at SE lAsioun SUM
805pm
P•ey el Utah Stale
Wednesday. Nev.Si
630 pro
heinssito• Rah at NC Centre
7 pro
Eastern Kentucky C UM
7p m
Motetteed Slats al Oldalveris

Aces trump Morehead State
She also swiped a career high
Staff Report
MOREHEAD. Ky. - More- five steals, but the Eagles didhead State sophomore Brittany n't have an answer for Felke
Pittman scored a career-high or the Lady Aces' transition
20 points and completed a dou- offense. Felke tallied a career
ble-double with a career-high high 28 points, and UE scored
10 rebounds to go along with 30 points off 30 Morehead
four blocks and five steals State turnovers and added 16
Monday, but visiting Evans- second chance points and 24
ville guard Courtney Felke hit points in the paint. The Lady
a school-record eight three- Aces built a 45-37 halftime lead.
The Eagles were never able
pointers to lead the Lady Aces
past the Eagles 78-67 at John- to trim the deficit below douson Arena. Morehead State fell ble digits in the final half.
to 1-2 on the season, white UE's smallest lead was 10 points
with 14:55 left in the contest.
Evansville moved to 2-2.
Besides Pittman, the Eagles
Pittman hit 8-of- 12 from the
field and 4-4-7 from the free got a I 5-point performance from
throw line, scoring 13 m the senior guard Tarah Combs as
!Int half and seven In the flnat she drilled four treys. She now
20 minutes. She had eight defen- has 144 career three-pointers.
sive rebounds and continued Senior Anitha Smith-Williams
her league-leading shot block- added nine points, and senior
ing presence with tour more forward Afton Perry reached
rejections. Pittman nov. has 12 her season rebounding average
blocks in the first three games. with nine tonight.

Woofs
SThanss
School
SE Missouri State
Eastern Kentucky
Samford
Murray State
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee State
Tennessee Tech
Jacksonville State
Morehead State
Austin Peay
Eastern Illinois

OVC(Oossrall)
0-0 (3-0)
0-0 (1-0)
0-0 (3-1)
0-0 (2-1)
0-0 (2-2)
0-0 (1-1)
0-0 (1-1)
0-0 (1-2)
0-0 (1-2)
0-0 (0-2)
0-0 (0-3)

Monday, Nov 19
vanswbe 10 Mombasa State 67
Sunday. Nov. IS
New Harnpstare 71 Tennessee-Marlin 59
Tuesday. Nov. 20
Spill
Cane...me U or SE Ntessoun Susie
JAC irr.ornolln Stahl 0•Orgl• SOarthern 6 p
aslor Oronol, at lanota-Chicago
7 pro
Beim°. at Tennessee Tech
7 pm
Sant Lova at Isnnassa. Slaw
7p m
wedriselley. Nes. di
Marshal or Morehead Nee
6p

For the game. MSU shot a
respectable 43 percent (22-of51 while actually holding UE
to 38 percent (27-4-72). The
Eagles also shot 71 percent from
the free throw line.

•Fein
From Page 113
the nation in terms of completions, yards and
touchdowns behind Elon's Scott Riddle.
"Based upon our season and the evaluation
of the season. I felt that it was time to go in
a different direction offensively," MSU coach
Matt Griffin said Monday afternoon.
Ile added earlier in his Monday press conference, "I met with about three of them this
morning and ( he met) with three 1110fe of them
after lunch I might have to make some tough
decisions in the next day or two or I might
not? We'll just see what we're going to have
to do. It's not easy. it's not pleasant. it's very
difficult."
Fein played for Griffin when the two were
at Maine from 1997-98. Fein went back to
Maine in 2002 to be the team's wide receivers
coach and then joined Griffin at Tennessee
Martin in 2003 as the offensive coordinator
and quarterbacks coach.
After being hired as the head coach in 2006.
Griffin brought Fein with him from UT Martin to serve as the Racers offensive coordina
tor

Ape
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
lir
211 S 12th St • Murray. KY •753-3415

MEWS
STAMM

OVC WOMEN'S ROUNDUP

PMMAN LEADS EAGLES WITH
CAREER-HIGH 20 POINTS, 10 REBOUNDS

Haverstock Insurance Agency

MICHAEL DANN I Ledger file p19010

Man Griffin (left) and Mickey Fein (right)
have coached together since the two Joined
up in 2003 at the University of Tennessee
Martin Fein was fired Monday from his
post at MSU

Van Haversiork

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Matt Griffin

•Griffin
From Page 1B
"But we're going to take
the best athlete out there by
position and I know that's
coach-speak to a degree, but
the footnote to that coach-speak
is simply this: If we don't like
10 kids on signing day, we won't
sign 10 kids."
Griffin added he's in no
rush. The team will have 22
juniors the way the roster reads
right now and 42 freshmen.
The flipside to that is there could
be some walk-ons or other freshmen who have decided they
don't want to return. Griffin
fully believes if that's the case,
he'll still have 35 when camp
opens up in the spring.
"Add it with the right bodies, add the right type of kids.
having the right kind of competition at positions to help us
as a team. The biggest thing
is to just get our kids to come
together more off the field."
In terms of redshirting, Griffin said there are a couple of
offensive linemen who could
come in and be impact players. Although, that's hard for
him to believe at the onset.
"You know quite frankly, in
their second year I'm not sure
they can start and play I
games and play effectively. But
every year you're surprised that
some of those kids do.
"We got a tailback in Prince
Nwagbara. we held the shirt
on, it was hard for a lot of
weeks. He could be pretty good.
We have talent at that position, but we have to get more
out of them and we will."
The Murray State schedule
is all but finished and finalized for the Racers.
The season will open up Aug.
30 at home against Lamhuth.
MSU will then travel to Indiana on Sept. 6 and return home
to play Illinois State on Sept.
13.
There is an open week for
Sept. 20 and Oct. 25. One of
those dates will be filled with
a game at Bowling Green
against Western Kentucky. The
other will he the team's bye
week.
Ohio Valley Conference play
starts Sept. 27 against borderrival Tennessee Martin and then
on the road to Clarksville. Tenn..
on Oct. 5 to play Austin Peay.
On Oct. II. the Racers play
host to Tennessee Tech and
then play at Jacksonville State
on Oct. 18. Murray State will
travel to Eastern Illinois on
Nov. 1 and play host to Southeast Missouri State on Nov. 8.
On Nov. IS, MSU will travel
to Eastern Kentucky and conclude the regular season by hosting Tennessee State on Nov.
22.

National Football League Standings
All limos CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
L T Pct
W
10 0 0 1 000
New England
5 5 0 500
Buffalo
2 8 0 200
N Y Jets
M.1111
0 10 0 000
South
L T Pet
W
8 2 0 800
indtanapolis
7 3 0 700
Jacksonville
6 1 0 600
Tennessee
Houston
5 5 0 500
North
W
L T Pet
7 3 0 .700
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
6 4 0 .600
Baltimore
4 6 0 403
Cincinnati
3 7 0 300
West
L T Pct
W
Denver
5 5 0 500
5 5 0 500
San Diego
4 6 0 400
Kansas City
Oakland
2 8 0 200
Sunday's Gimes
NY Giants 16. Detroit 10
Minnesota 29. Oakland 22
Tampa Bay 31 Atlanta 7
Green Bay 31 Carolina 17
Houston 23 New Orleans 10
Cleveland 33 Baltimore 30, OT
Indianapolis 13, Kansas City 10
Arizona 35. Cincinnati 27
Philadelphia 17, Miami 7
Jacksonville 24 San Diego 17
N Y Jets 19. Pittsburgh 16.01
Dallas 28. Washington 23
Sr Louis 13. San Francisco 9
Seattle 30, Chicago 23
New England 56. Buffalo 10
Monday's Game
Denver 34 Tennessee 20

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Out
W
L T Pct
9 1 0 900
Dallas
7 3 0 700
N V Giants
5 5 0 500
PhiLsdelphia
5 5 0 500
Washington
South
W
L T Pct
6 4 0 600
Tampa Bay
4 6 0 400
Carolina
4 6 0 400
New Orleans
3 7 0 300
Atlanta
North
W
L T Pet
9
1 0 900
Green Bay
6
4 0 600:
Detroit
4 6 0 400.
Chicago
4 6 0 400:
Minnesota
West
W
L T Pet
6 4 0 600
Seattle
5 5 0 500
Arizona
2 8 0 200
St Louis
2 8 0 200
San Francisco

Thursday, Nov. 22
Green Bay at Detroit. 11.30 a In
NY Jets at Dallas, 3 15 p.m
Indianapolis at Atlanta, 7.15 p rn
Sunday, Nov. 25
Seattle at St Louis, Noon
Minnesota at NY Giants. Noon
Oakland at Kansas City. Noon
Houston at Cleveland. Noon
Tennessee at Cincinnati. Noon
New Orleans at Carolina, Noon
Washington at Tampa Bay, Noon
Buffalo at Jacksonville, Noon
San Francisco at Arizona, 3.05 p.m
Denver at Chicago. 3:15 pm
Baltimore at San Diego. 3:15 p.m.
Philadelphia at New England, 7.15 p.m
Monday, Nov. 26
Miami at Pittsburgh. 7 30 p m

CCMS boys rebound
from weekend
losses, beat Benton
Staff Report
The Calloway County Middle 8th grade boys' team defeated Benton on Monday night
after suffering two close losses this weekend at Graves County's Eaglefest Tournament.
On Monday at Benton, the
Lakers (5-4) fell behind in the
first quarter but battled back
in the second. CCMS jumped
out to a second-half lead but
Benton cut it to two in the
final two minutes. Free throws
by Garrett Schwettman and
Dylan Dwyer sealed the 5249 victory.
Russell Garland led the Lakers with 17 points. Schwettman
added 10 and Joe Futrell and
T.J. Elam dropped in nine
apiece.
At the Graves tournament,
the Lakers battled, but fell to
Graves in a 31-29 heartbreaker and lost to Paducah Tilghman 47-42 in their second game.
The second half against
Graves was a hack-and-forth
battle with CCMS taking as
much as a 7-point advantage
in the final quarter. Graves
closed the advantage to three
points with just a minute left
in the game and hit a threepoint shot as time expired to
send the game into overtime tied
at 29.
CCMS came up short in the
one-minute overtime, as Graves
C'ounty scored a lay-up and
stopped the Lakers defensive-

ly.
Garland led Calloway with
nine points and six rebounds.
Futrell scored eight points and
pulled down eight rebounds
while Schwettman added seven
points and two rebounds.
Against Tilghman. the Lakers fought back from a first
half deficit, but ultimately fell
short.
Garland scored 15 points
and grabbed eight rebounds,
Butler added 13 and pulled
down
three
boards
and
Schwettman dropped in 10
points and took two rebounds.
Futrell was a force for the
Lakers on the boards with six
rebounds. He also scored four
points.
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TV, radio
TODAY
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — Middle Tenn at Troy
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — Maui Invitational semifinal
teams TBA, at Lahaina. Hawaii
6:30 p.m.
ESPN — Maui Invitational semifinal.
teams TBA at Lahaina. Hawaii
9 p.m.
ESPN2 — CBE Classic championship
game. teams TBA at Kansas City. klo
NHL HOCKEY
6 p.m.
VERSUS
Boston at Toronto

I Get Your FREE Full Spinal Examination!
(No Obligation. Nothing To Pay)
-.our.
This *afire examination is
Sinus Trouble?
FREE.

1
Do you wake up with a stuffy head and mucus
throat
If yee went more tare end treatment
Do
feel as if
always
or that
1
we do all the paperwork.
left
have a
drip"' If sou
answered
then you may be suffenng from sinusitis — the most
1 common
759-1116
condition in the 18 to 45 age group.
Ideation This Ad
1 The Chiropractic Approach
When Calling.
1
Offer Expires 12/4/07
treatment for sinus conditions, yet sufferers
often find relief after chiropractic care How does chiropractic help'
1 (hiropractic.
by relieving stress on the
system and hods
1
work more efficiently Further, spinal care
1
with cranial adjusting can ensure that the skull hones
1
move free!) and -breathe.- pemiuting body fluids to drain without
1 interference

Are
Giving Away
This
Scooter!

nose?
never

you
you
you' Do you
ycs,

in your
le
hate a cold
your last cold
chrimic "postnasal

Chiropractic is not a

nervous

structure, helps your hod)
in conjunction

Every Time You Sell Us Scrap
or Buy A Part Register To Win This Scooter
To Be Given Away December 15, 2007.
11150 State Route 121 South • Murray, KY
k•W •tm0Fewe5o mt tlegeta•

wee,

1

1
1

FIND OUT NOW wheeler caretta proles's:nal chiropractK care can relieve yOrt,
and pains This examenabon normally costa 9150 00 Or more It wet inClude a ch.,
tic orthopedic test a chsropractx osumiococal tsst.a sprat tthgnrnent Check. an
nation tor reldrsCled or eaCIle• rn0b3n in the gene. and•powass consultation a •
dodo, to discuss the results
C990,.AIMER *0 PERSON IIESPONSIIILE FOP etwAFENT wAS•ROW TORERO.' To wen
WWI in wOURS OF 11111,0101140 TOTIPIS WO

Dr. Heskett a Family

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER, INC.
1703 HWY. 121 NORTH BYPASS • MURRAY. KY 42071
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Arbor Place of Clinton

12'X24' storage build
ing w/front porch, new
$3,900 firm. 270-492
8222 or 270-293-2531

•

Contact:
106 Padgett Drive
Clinton, KY 42031
1-270-653-5558
060
Help Winne

A
An engineer we all hold dear
•

•
$

Celebrates his

fiftieth year

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TIM PHILPOT!
40101k
021

ton

BOOK your parties and
gift certificates are
available now. Sandra
D's, 94E. 270-2933816

15 points
u rebounds.
and pulled
ioards
and
iped in 10
vo rebounds.
nye for the
irds with six
scored four

I feed
mallboxee and
drive tractors.. I
Not aural ,

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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Help WirMed

at Troy
ASKETBALL

BUSY auto repair shop
ooking for expert
enced ASE certified
(preferred) technician.
Paid on commission.
Please mail resume to
P.O. Box 266, Murray.
KY 42071.

lat. semifinal
Hawaii
lel semifinal
Hawaii
championship
ansas City Mo
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treatment

6
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_
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BUSY medical office
has an opening for a
part-time LPN with a
starting hourly rate
$16. Part-time RN
hourly rate $26. Parttime NP hourly rate
$45. Forward resume
with 3 references to:
1040-D.
P.O. Box
Murray, KY 42071.
CREDIT Manager
Finance
Heights
Corporation has an
Immediate opening for
• wee organized individual with keyboard.
typing and telephone
skills Must be outgoGood starting
ing
salary and benefits
person
in
Apply
between 8 30AM and
5PM. Background and
screening
drug
required prior to hire
MAX Fuel Express is
accepting applications
for Customer Service
We
Representative
are looking for aggressive ripe that make
customer service their
number one pnority
Retail essamience preSain IND
ferred btil
right moon. Plane
apply in person at Max
Fuel Express 1302
Main St. or 506 North
4th Si. Murray

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpagc at
murrayledger com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listing, will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork coin
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
Br Times Please call
us it you base ans
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FARMER'S Choice
Send
Feedmill.
resume to 127 Beach
Rd. Kirksey, KY 42054
or come by office.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM
only.
FULL time child development teachers needed at Room to Grow
Preschool. Apply in
person 109 S. 13th St.
No phone calls please.
mainteFULL-TIME
nance position opening
with benefits. $8 per
hour. non-negotiable.
Must be able to bend,
stoop, and lift at least
50 lbs Knowledge of
electrical, plumbing,
and light carpentry
Previous
required.
maintenance expenonce preferred
Hilkfale Apartments
64 Hilldale Lane #301
Hardin, KY 42048
Phone (270)437-4113
EOE
FULL-TIME position
for optometric assistant. Will train Send
resume- to P.O. Box
1040-H, Murray, KY
42071.
GREAT Opportunity!
Expanding! Full-time
experienced salesperson. Pan-time warehouse. Submit resume
to Fleming Furniture,
Hwy. 641N.
3060
Murray, KY 42071.
NEED HOUDAY
CASH
S9hr after paid training
«Benefits Part/FuS
time -Ikodble schedule
7-days a well.
1 -888-974-JOBS
TO79110607

320
Apartments For Rant

320
Amitments Far Rant

ltlp

Neu
%Apt

FltlY
SiUdry

[Eriskup
III )I

Calloway Garden/Essex Down.s
Apartments
151)5 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42(171

CNA's $1000

. Noon
Noon
ion
Noon
, Noon
y, Noon
loon
3.05 p m
pm
3:15 p.m
land. 715 p.m.
26
p.m

week.

Woo*
nifty

' VISA

OFFICE or retail space
available Pnme ioca
lion 753-2905, 293
1480

, I SS

Sl I l-si
.1
• 'Beare
Hwy 12IN, across from
National Guard

VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Hazel, KY. Over 8.800
S.F. Great for retail,
offices, restaurant, or
any kind of business.
Has parking lot, central
hie, and security systern. $1,800/mo. 270293-9349

LPN's $1500

Arbor Place of Clinton

lon is

1

„rekVer
=
11111

Ades
For Sais

*Sign on bonus'

Imo

Sart Sri,
Tummy

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less- Over 20 words $50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

150
Help Wanted

Seeking LPN's and CNA's

r. 22
3Com
i.m
15 p m
. 25

.
Ion!

kilt&
hi. II
NalFia
IbtSp.a

Ike*

$8.2.5 Column Inch, es% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd
(All 3 Ads Must Run Main 6 Diy Period.)
$335 per column inch extra for Monday(Shopping Guide)
I 1

DEADLINES

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

Pct
900
600,
400.
400'

ound

IA

GREEN Acres is cur
randy hinng for the rot
lowing
positions
RN/LPN 2P-10P ful
time. SRNA 6A-2P full
time, SRNA weekend
option 6A-6P or 6P-6A.
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W.
Farthing St.. Mayfield,
KY 42066
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calla.
ORGANIST needed
tor 10:00AM services
near Kentucky Dam
State Park, salary &
traveling expenses.
(270)362-8301 or
(270)703-2420
PART-TIME receptionist/sales position available. Computer literate, Ouickbooks, Excel
Send
preferred.
resume to P.O. Box
347, Hardin, Kentucky
42048.
RECEPTIONIST, docSend
office.
tor's
resume with referneces to: P.O. Box
Murray, KY
1040-B
42071
SALES Help Wanted.
agency
Insurance
seeks sates producer.
Tremendous income
opportunity for a goalmotivated
oriented,
professional.
sales
Wide-ranging product
portfolio with one of
Amenca's great cornInsurance
panies.
experience helpful, but
we will train. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040-M, Murray, KY
42071.
SKYLINE
is
Communications
now accepting applications for cabling tectrnicians, Must be 21
years old, have valid
driver's license & willing to travel. No experience
necessary.
available.
Benefits
270-227-0396, 270293-6390, if no answer
leave message.
STEVEN G. Sacora,
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
Accountant,
Staff
CPA
preferably
Benefits include 4-day
Email
week
work
to
resume
sieve0sacora.corn
090

CLEANING houses, 20
years experience. 270
759-9553
I clean homes and
Cell
businesses.
1(616)835phone
8647.

BEAUTY salon for sale
en Murray Phone 270527-1116 after 6PM

FOR Sale wooden
telephone poles 6
fence post Creosote
treated Will deliver
731-782-6180

LOCAL business fo
sale, great location
established custome
base, has been in
30+
for
operation
Serious
years.
inquiries only should
be addressed to POB
1393, Murray, KY
42071. Include name,
phone number, e-mail
address, and owner
will respond.
RETAIL business for
sale: Murray Babies in
Bloom. 270-366-6118
SPECIAL Effects Hair
Salon, 98 West 5th
Street, Benton, KY for
sale or rent. (270)4374755 or (270)7030542.
120

SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
FREE 6
upgrade
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade, Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. *5500
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info.
759-0901 or toll free:
877-455-0901

Computer
Connection
403 Sycamore - 752-0438
Computer Sales/Service
Netealitg Servces
beer Paisr I Ladu Roper
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
hart es Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old US Coln
collections. Paying
Blue Book value. 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
Ankh*
For Salo
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. I size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG. Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

Calloway Count
Ictonal History
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
SHARP camcorder with
case and extra battery,
formal
Two
$120
dresses, size 8 teal,
size 6 pink, $100 each.
Twin headboard, box
springs and bed frame,
$80 Gray/blue standard drum set. $500
270-293-7003

1\% 1
n

155
wirli

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
.
One and Two Bedroom Apartment,
Central Heat and Air
Applications
Accepting
,
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Meek Homes For Rent

Aperbrenn For Rent

I4X60 2BR 2BA $400.
703-4768

EXTRA large, extra
2.5BA,
2813
nice
C/H/A, well located.
1405-B Valleywood.
$595. 753-3018
NICE 2BR duplex.
Carport. No pets. 2273054 or 753-7457

2BR, 2BA.
Large
Yard. 3 Bay shop with
Heat/Air.
Central
for
$450/month
home, $650/month for
shop or $1000/month
for both. Cornerstone
Realty & Rental, Call
761 -RENT.

WARD ILION%

(270) 753-1713
Nan Eresermar
580K backhoe, 1989,
ocated Purdom Rd &
new 80 $13,500

NICE 2BR. No pets.
753-9866.
3BR Doublewide, w&d
hook-up, $350/month
+ deposit, 497 Post
Oak Drive.
753-4228 leave message.
SMALL 2BR in country
References required
759-1837

-OWNER
Writ To Rent
FINANCE***
Check!
Credit
No
HORSETRAILER w/a
Completely
redone.
BALL hitch, 1/2 day.
2BR 1BA singlewide,
978-7272, 436-5563.
water view, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
213
covered deck
Aperbrients For Rent
New
Primrose
$2,900
Concord
1 & 2 bdr apts. No
down $450 month.
pets. Leave a mes
Call 753-2222
sage. 270-753-1970
•"OWNER
1 OR 2br apts. near
FINANCE
Murray
downtown
No Credit Check' 3BR
starting at $200/mo.
2 bath doublewide in
753-4109.
Puryear. Only 4 years
I BR, appliances furdeck.
Large
old.
nished, 1mi form
$3,500 down, $495
MSU. 227-7298
month. Call Ruthie
1BR, various locations,
(270)753-2222
Coleman
$275-$300.
***OWNER
RE 753-9898
FINANCING***
NICE, newer, 1BR,
No Credit Check!
IBA, brick, W&D,
1999 model 3BR 2BA
C/H/A. tile, walk-in
singlewide. pool. Clean
& nice. $3,500 down, closet, close to MSU,
pets allowed
$495 monthly. 753w/deposit, $350/mo.
2222
(270)522-1095
-OWNER
Financing2 bedroom, all appli2005 24x56, 3BR,
Cambridge
ances.
2BA, $5,000 down
area. 293-6968
$695.00 month, Hazel
duplex.
1BA
2BR
(270)753-1011
Appliances, Peggy Ann
Dr. 270-753-0259
OWNER
Financing**
119 East Y Dnve. 2BR
94 28x66. 4BR. 2BA, 16A, washer, dryer.
$5,000 down. $650.00 stove, refrigerator furmonth, Murray near nished, new C/H/A
lake. (270)753-1011
Water,
Smoke-free.
14X70 3BR 2BA, new yard work included.
270-227heat, central air, appli- $450/mo
ances, $6,000. 436- 5722.
2BR 2BA, garage, all
6255. 293-7848
appliances. $650. 4362006 16x68 Northem
5685
built Fleetwood manu2BR duplex, nice,
factured home. Shingle
C/H/A, appliances fur& vinyl with 10fl front
nished. Various locaporch and brick Nailite
tions. Coleman RE
skirting. 2BR, IBA.
753-9898
$29,900 or finance for
2BR, $285, C/H/A,
$1,500 down payment,
near MSU. Move in
$308 monthly. 1-800free days. 753-9898
455-3001
2BR, w/d hookup, no
2BR, fenced-in 1/2
pets, $355 monthly.
acre lot. $10,500. 753Call 293-6070
6012
LIQUIDATION Sale! 908 Hillwood. 2BR/1
apartment.
bath
All 2006 Homes must
$395/mo. No pets.
Unbelievable
go
references,
Lease,
Furniture
Deals!
deposit required. 227included at NO addi3331
tional cost"
DUPLEX apartment.
Call now 731-584Like new, located in
9429
Northwood. Carport.
NICE 3br, 2ba on 1 4 2BR, all appliances
acre only $45,900 near
with gas heat and cenLynn Grove. Call Diana
tral air, $495 per
at 270-703-2885 MTG
month. Phone 753Real Estate
3018
DUPLEX, 2-BR, I 1/2
bath.all appliances,
/
$525/mo. 436-5685

14117 Nlain Street
III-6 at Sal. 10..?

761_7653

1300A
DUPLEX:
Dr.
Valleywood
$400/mo 759-9920 or
293-14.46

LARGE, very nice 1
bedroom with all appliances including washer & dryer. $345/mo.
or
(270)759-5885
(270)293-7085
University:
NEAR
Extra large, 2 bedroom apt. with very
large living room, all
Incl.
appliances
washer & dryer. Lots
of
closet space.
Central elec. heat and
Mr. $350. deposit,
$350. mo., $250. mo.
let 2 mos. 270-2275006 8am to 5pm for
appointment.
NON-SMOKING 1BR
unfurnished apt., water
paid, available now, no
pets. 753-5980
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mon-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
340
For Rent
2, 3 & 4BR houses
deposi
&
Lease
required. 753-4109
2BR 1 bath $395/mo +
deposit. 978-0742
2BR, 1-Bath in Hazel,
C/H/A, appliances furnished, no pets, refer
deposit
&
ences
required. (731)4988312 after 5:00pm
3-BR, 2BA, Bsmt,
wraparound deck, 1/2
blk to hospital. $700
mo. 293-8989
3BR 1BA, newly remodeled for sale or rent.
Owner financing considered. 270-848-0044
3814 2BA, $495 month,
No pets. 701 Broad St,
270-293-4602

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

360
Storage Rentals

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available

•Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853 1

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1 850 State Route 121 South
Muridy, KY 4207)
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices.
Security Gate
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
rInside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
.Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

fai

reercial Prop.
For Sale

94 East
Huge lot
Proven Income
Property
S76,900
753-5856
293-7127

ACA Registered
Yorkies, parents on
premises, health guaranteed, 2 females.
$600.00. 436-5508
APR registered Yorkie
puppies, CKC registered pug puppies
APR
registered
puppies.
Papichon
very cute, shots 8,
(731)782wormed
6199
DOG Obedience
436-2858.
MINIATURE
Schanuzer puppy. AKC
black males, housebroken. Parents on
site. Family pets. 270703-5707, 270-2055763
SHIH-TZU - puppies
dew claws removed,
wormed, current shots,
AKC & CKC $150$350 270-251-0310

3BR house $525
753-3415

a pat --

3BR, 1BA, Brick, 306
S. 15th. No pets.
$475/mo. 759-4826

subscribe to the ...
MURRAY

3BR, 113A. In town.
$450/month
plus
deposit. Cornerstone
Realty & Rental 761 RENT
501 South 6th. 3 bedroom 1 bath; w/d
hookups; living/dining
rooms; bonus room;
screened porch; hardwood floors. No pets.
270-761-1317
HAZEL 3B8. Lease &
deposit. 492-8526
UPSCALE residence
3/2 ranch on Melrose
On. City utilities and
schools, All electnc. 2
Large
garage.
car
fenced yard. New cenHVAC system.
tral
Annual lease, $900
monthly, Ray 270-7670615

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery
3 me.
$28.00
.....$5230
6 mo.
1 yr.

Rest of KY/TN
(Wryer & Buchan..

.470c0
3 me.
6 mo..-.-.-S90 00
1 yr.-----$120.00

,Calkwa,1

6
1 yr.

Check

All Other Mall
Subscriptions
3 mo
$75.1110
6 mo. ........
I yr.
$145.00

Money Order

Visa

!WC

Name
I St. Addreas
City__,
Zip
teime Ph
ayt
Dth
S
Mail thin coupon

V. lth

payment In

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (2701 763-1916
S.

•

.S104.06

1

9lorses Ron*
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Local Mall.:
3 MO.

v10

CLASSIFIEDS

411 • luesday, Notember 20,2007

Illb&Nualbe
TINY
Dachshund
Polly
trained
neutered,
$250
Serious wooing* only
753 5904

'06 Yamaha Saasoliner
2.100 Tii411111. asking
$10.000
759-0992
after IPM

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Duren
\1111 \

I

\
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Hanes Fa Sete

Maw
2004 Cherokee V8
aka, red, automatic.
loaded, 36.900 miles,
$13.000 293-1943

2006 Chevy Impala
LS. like new. local CSC
19,000 miles 7534575
'04 Nissan Sentra
85
621< miles,
extended warranty to
100K, power, good
condition $7,400. Cal
753-2113
1993 Nissan Maxima.
1641< miles, leather.
sunroof, power everything, newer tires,
Alpine CO Great condition. $2,500 270293-4291
'90 Buick Century 4dr.
361< mules, $2.950
270-753-5761

[
IRPusies Fer

"q.05111
75'31537
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work I Track
no,
CATHY'S
~papering,
Painting, Osamu.
270- 227-0606 731498-8904
NADEAU'S
Construction
*Flooring •Oecks
*Vinyl siding 'All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
Cleaning
DAVID'S
SONICe All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences.
etc.(270)527-7176
ONJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd iobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roots,
decks
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal.
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892839

Murray Ledger & Times

Are your tires ready for the season?
The cool, rainy days that mark
tall in Kentucky create a particular type of dnving hazard. The
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet's
Department
of
Transportation Safety believes
that taking care of your vehicle is
an important step in creating safe
dnving habits and is offering ups
on We maintenance so you may
"Dnve Smart" this season.
Stopping on wet roads can
take up to four times the normal
stopping distance. If the tread is
worn, tires will tend to
hydroplane, meaning the vehicle
will skint over the surface of the
road with
little or no traction.
As temperatures drop, special
attention should he paid to your
tires.
•How to Check Your Tread:
All you need to check your

tread is a penny. Insert the differ, depending on the tire's
penny into the tread ins couple of position on the car, and wear patspots on each tire. If you can see terns may differ. For example,
the enure top of Abe Lincoln's front wheels work harder because
head, your tread is less than one- they do the turning and most of
sixteenth of an inch deep. below the braking and can weer quicker
the appropriate level. The tut than the back tires.
should be replaced. Tires also
•Check Tut Pressure:
have "wear bars' built into them,
It's best to check tire air presindicators that appear when you sure at least once a month with
have wont your tread down to the an accurate tire gauge. It's diffilimn. Don't neglect these signals. cult to tell if a tire needs air just
• Check for Uneven Tread by looking since it could be down
Wear:
6 to 10 pounds and still look fine.
Uneven tread wear could The most senou.s consequence of
mean a number of different pn::6- riding on an underinfiated tire is
!ems - underinfiation, tires out of heat buildup caused by the
balance, or wheels out of align- increased flexing of a tire that
ment. Take your car to the dealer isn't firm. Driving on underinflatto identify and correct the prob- ed or overloaded tires at high
lem. To reduce nsk, rotate your speeds over long distances- for
tires approximately every 6,000 instance, driving on the interstate
miles. The forces exerted on tires -can lead to tire failure.

Free cedar Christmas trees offered at LBL
GOLDEN POND, Ky.
Land Between The Lakes(LBL)
National Recreation Area is
again offering Christmas tree
permits beginning December I
for visitors to cut cedar trees.
The permit, valid December
1- 24, entitles a family to cut one
cedar tree at no charge. Permits,
maps, arid cutting guidelines
may be obtained from the
Golden Pond Visitor Center,
which is open daily from 9 a.m.
- 5 p.m., or the LBL
Administrative Office, which is
open from 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m..
Monday - Friday.
"Taking the family out
searching for the perfect
Christmas tree is a great holiday

tradition," says LBL Forester
Jason Loos. "Cedar trees are
usually found along roadsides or
within old forest openings."
The cedar tree program assists in
promoting wildlife habitat
diversity by maintaining open
lands at LBL.
Cedar trees may be cut anywhere in LBL except areas within sight of U.S. Highway 68 or
The Trace, cemeteries, the
Nature Watch Demonstration
Areas, campgrounds, lawns or
other mowed areas.
Whether families cut or purchase a tree, they should follow
these safety guidelines when
using a cut tree in their home at
Christmas.

Choose a fresh tree. If the
needles are brown and fall off
easily, the tree is dry and can
easily catch on fire.
When setting up your tree.
cut the base off two inches
above the onginal cut to help the
tree absorb more water.
Place the tree in a stable, tipproof container and water it
daily.
Place the tree away from heat
sources such as heating vents or
wood stoves.
Be sure decorative lights are
UL approved and in good condition. Never leave tree lights on
while you are asleep or away
from home.
Discard the tree when it

Horoscope
Heatittiul tarD1 15+ acres. 3BR. 2.5BA.
New appliances. Great front porch
and landscaping.
Cornerstone Realty & Rental,
call 761-SELL for Ronnie Itlyerly.

Ca)
take Prosody
Ile ACRE WATERPONT with dodk
built. KY Lake
$69,900 Only one.
Call owner 615-5155550
wee For MI.
41 5 acres. 35
lawns row crop

acres
land
Located 94E Call 270753-1323 exl 120

1982 Prowler 24I1
camper trailer. Can be
seen at 1303 Story
Ave 753-6538

LAM
LAWN lslitY1( F
Mowing, Mae.uring,
irwdoap4flg A
teal Vat uuming
s•tolro bon grat•ntrrd

753-1816 227-0611
Adler

294 acres of Prime
hunting land. Located
in Blood River area
Features 3 creeks and
1 pond Cornerstone
Really & Rental, Can
761-SELL for Bonnie.
5 to 295 acres Weal
Calloway.
Posalb•
owner financing 4892116, leave message.

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CA1.1 751 1916

Hill Electric
19146
24 noun soma
Res..('rim . & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All lobs big or small
Sins('

753"'OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check(
Clean & nice 3E03 I
bath home on quiet lot
rI Puryear ¶292 so ft
harcNrood floor. appaances, city water &
sewer $3.900 clown
Call
5475 month
Ituthm (2701753-2222
280 House in Murray,
iocated 206 Walnut
I 731)584-8050
FOR Sale/Lease 311R
• takelront property
w dock. 2-1/2 car
,Jarage wr apt 270•s9 9046 270-978, I,
1‘1‘111 1)1 NI!
Ill RI I II I

hi

Construction'
NEW
Large
3BR. ?BA
rooms vaulted ceding
Master bath with
Hardwood
Jacuzzi
noonng Cornerstone
Resift & Rental, Cal
76I -SELL tor Bonnie

if-36 2867 iamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured
436-6141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
funk A tree work
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Joe'. Mower
repair pick-up, delyray. 43641167
A-1 Slump Remover
Fully insured. 437
3044.
AAA HANDYMAN
types or carpentry.
addlbons decks
Hauling. clean up funk
Garage. yards
budding.
Prompt dependable
Free witimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
ALL Carpentry
Additions
Framing
Termite
Water &
Dernage Larry Nimmo
227-0587

'Tires are designed to give
you thousands of miles of safe
and reliable service, but are not
famine to problems,' states
Department of Transportation
Tim
Commissioner
Safety
Over the past two
Hazlette.
years in Kentucky there were
over 1,700 crashes due to tire failure, resulting in 716 injunes and
15 fatalities. Proper tire mainte11411CC is a matter of personal
responsibility. Routine inspections are quick and easy, yet
essential in reducing the number
of crashes on Kentucky's roadways."
For additional tire and highway safety information, please
visit the following websites:
•www.highwaysafety.ky .gov
•www.5II ky.gov
•www.rmitorg

A PPY
BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday, Nov. 21, 2007:
You discover just how much you
)0E5 JOBS can accomplish this year.
Though distraction will become
commonplace, you'll get a lot
done quickly and efficiently.
Don't allow others' energy to
4144 • ,2,'- '- h44 affect your goals and decisions.
Emotionally, often you feel like
NEED HELP? you're on a roller-coaster ride.
Handyman Services
Feelings could be excessive, yet
All remodeling
you will move through them
No iob too small
quickly. You will establish an
gjtait witlowiss.
exciting romance because you
1731)247-3001
communicate so well. Expect
(731)363-3311
ott.itement, but not necessarily
PAINT to Please. Mike stability. If you are attached,
Espinosa. 270-970- keep
your bond through careful
7193 (c). 270-873nurturing. Remember and honor
2233 (15)
your priorities. ARIES helps you
SEMI-RETIRED
Carpenter. Start imme- relax.
diately. R.L. Woods
The Stars Show the Kind of
753-9440
THE Murray Ledger & Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
Times considers its 4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so;
sources reliable, but I -Difficult
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this ARIES(March 21-April 19)
information do so at *** You keep haying to deal
their own nsk Although with unusually fiery feelings. The
persons and compa unexpected could draw a strong
roes mentioned herein reaction Take time to process
are believed to be rep- rather than react You hear news
utable, The Murray from someone at a distance
Ledger & Times, nor Look at the big picture In the
any of its employees long run, emotional self-disciaccept any responsibil- pline can and will make you a
ity whatsoever for their winner Tonight All smiles
activities
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
TOTAL Nall Care
** You could spend a good pan
Wipe Pedicures
of your day shaking your head
massage Lite proceeds like you are a jackincludes
chair
in-the-box, with you wondering
*Spa Manicures
what is going to happen next
'Acrylics pink & white You are strong and willful Count
Professionally done by on your strength and ability
Amy Curd Salon local Tonight Get some extra R and
eel at Tangles in
Mason's Commons off GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
121 Bypass N. Gift cerAim for more of what
tificates & package you want Listen to what somespecial For More infor- one might be shanng This permation call 759-2369
son means what he or she is
filENC-1-1ING
saying You could be confused
731-782-3951
by mixed messages. Try to avoid
731-336-5288
getting angry Instead, look at
the problem Tonight Go with the
WINDOW
how
(TEARING
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
by SONLI(;HT
*** Others look to you for
1270)283-5170
answers and feedback You
Pressure Winning
Gutter Clearing
understand much more than
Screen Repair
many News from a distance
Frye i.0..111,.
could elicit a very strong gut feelYEARRY S
Tree ing A partner helps put a roseService Free esti- colored cast on an issue Deal
mates Phone 436- with those feelings directly and
2562. 227-0267
with patience Think positively
Tonight. A must appearance
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You see situation after
5 housetrained cats situation differently from many
looking for good home You will make a difference
Up to date on shots & because of how you handle an
unexpected development You
all neve been spayed
understand a partner a lot better
Cad (270)227-0671
FREE kittens 2 males. than you originally thought
female. 270-227- Tonight Togetherness is the
theme
6951
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Work with someone
directly and refuse to get thrown
into someone else's problem
You will think others are very
unpredictable, and you are not
tar from wrong Trust in that
knowledge Let optimism flow
Tonight Go with a partner's suggestion
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Be willing to adapt to new

begins to show signs of drying,
such as brown or yellow color,
and excessive needle dropping.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the Forest Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
in partnership with Friends of
LBL, to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. We encourage visitors to review our website at www.lbl.org each season,
and throughout the season, for
our Calendar of Events and
updates on programs and policies. Additional LBL information is available by calling I800-LBL-7077 or 270-9242000.
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IR Jacqueline Blur
ways or styles. How you handle
someone could be quite dtfferent
from in the past. Be open about
your feelings, and you will draw
quite
a
strong
reaction.
Someone needs your caring.
Tonight: Say yes to an invitation.
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
*** Emphasize productivity,
and you'll come out ftying. You
will have many reasons to smile
and handle a situation as you
would like Creativity puts an
interesting spin on a situation.
Feelings flow once more.
Tonight: Do what you must,
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Otic.
21)
**** No matter how you cut it,
you are plain lucky. If you think
about what is happening, you

will make headway. If you have a
knee-jerk reaction, you might not
like what heads down your path.
Tonight. Time for some fun.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Deal with a financial matter head-on. How you see a situation could change because of a
surprise. Realize the impact of
your words. Don't hesitate to
express your feelings, especially
the more gentle ones. Tonight:
Bring home a plant or CD.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Keep an open mind, and
you will be delighted by what
comes forward. Feelings might
be rather intense. Express yourself rather than hold back. Think
positively, and you will create
more of what you want. Tonight.

Chat with a pal over dinner or on
the phone.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Use care with your
finances. Good news might
encourage a sudden splurge or
change of direction. You know
what you are doing. Trust your
judgment with a professional
matter. Much is happening
quickly. Tonight: A must appearance pays off.
BORN TODAY
Actress Goldie Hawn (1945),
singer Stork (1965), philosopher,
writer Voltaire (1694)
***
Jacqueline Sister is on the
Internet at hap:Ey/item-Jacquelinebigancom.
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The Murray Rotary Club invites you and your group to
participate in our annual Christmas Parade on Saturday,
December 1st. Community participation and support is what
makes this such a unique and wonderful event. Please decorate
your float or unit with a Sharing theme in mind.
School groups, church groups. CIPli organizations, hands, and music
groups are invited to enter this parade, Over $1,000 in cash prizes
will he awarded to the first three places in three separate divisions —
Church/Religious
Clubs/Civic Organizations, and
Commercial Division
The Rotary Christmas Parade offers your organization an excellent
wait
'to have some Christmas fun and maybe raise some money at
the same time First place prize in each division will receive $150.
The Parade officially begins at 10:00 a.m. Parade entrants
should report for line-up at 900 a.m. The primary unitfeeder
route onto Main Street is 10th Street. However, your group will
be contacted on November 29th with a unit number and
line-up instructions.
Name of Entry:
Contact Person:
Address:
Phone:
Group & Entry Description:_

\

I \ I 10

III \III 1\1

\O\ 21 \I

Mail Entries To.
"Murray Rotary Club"
P.O. Box 411, Murray, KY 42071 or calli
t
Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171
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10 years ago
Murray High School Academy
Team was winner in the All A
Classic Tournament held in Murray. Team members were Nathan
Hughes, captain, David Crouch,
Sam Bierds, Elizabeth Allen, Chen
Riedel. Emily Porterfield, Carl
Gustafson and Brandon Kettle with
Becky Fairbanks and Lloyd Hasty
as coaches.
Published is a picture of Muse
Payne of Murray washing his car
at his home after the cold weather lifted. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Edwin Darnall were married 50 years Nov.
15.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Murray Square-naders dancing on the
court square in downtown Murray for publication of an article
for People Magazine on Murray's
designation as the nation's top
retirement place. The photo was
by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Births reported include a girl
to Verna and David Taylor, Nov.
14, and a boy to Kathy and Gregory Park, Nov. 16.
Emily Wolfson spoke about
"Kentucky Women in Fiber Arts"
at a meeting of the Murray Magazine Club at the home of Joan
Whayne.
30 years ago
John Mac Carter, son of Mr.
and Mrs. W.Z. Carter of Murray,
now editor-in-chief of Good Housekeeping magazine, has been named
"Publisher of the Year" by Brandeis University and received the
university's distinguished community service award at a testimonial dinner and dance in New
York City.
Calloway County High School
Speech Team remains undefeated
after winning first place at the
Bunn Central Invitational Speech

Tournament on Nov. 19. Murray
High School Team placed fourth.
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Taylor
were married 50 years Nov. 16.
40 years ago
Dr. Ralph H. Woods. president
of Murray State University will
go on terminal leave beginning
Jan. 8 and continuing to June 30
He will reach mandatory retirement age on June 23. MO. Wrather
has been acting president since
Dr. Woods' heart attack this past
SOMME
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 75 to 67 over Sedalia
Lions in a basketball game. High
team scorers were Key for Calloway and Henson for Sedalia.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Key will
be married 50 years Nov. 23.
50 years ago
Flood damage entered into thousands of dollars in reports that begin
to in from all parts of the county following the downpour of rain
Nov. 17 and 18 in which almost
seven inches of rain were reported.
New Concord High School Redbirds had their first defeat of the
season by losing 51-47 to David
Lipscomb in a basketball game.
High scorers were Willoughby for
New Concord and Ramsey for
David Lipscomb.
60 years ago
Published is a picture of -The
Corn Is Green" to be presented
tonight and tomorrow at Murray
State College. They are Martha
Gaskins, William Pettit, Patsy Ann
Sowers, Ann Lowry, Barkley Jones
and Faye Edwards.
Serving as officers of the Hazel
High School Unit of the ParentTeacher Association are Ms. C.D.
Paschall, president, Mrs. Li. Hill,
vice president: Mrs. J.R. Taylor,
secretary, and Mrs. Lindsey
Roberts, treasurer.

Mother must shelter both
her daughter and her dad
DEAR ABBY: As a dimclan specializing in geriatric
mental health, I was concerned
about
your
response
to
"Ambivalent in California"
(Sept. 10). She asked whether
to sever ties with her 85-yearold father after he molested
his
young
granddaughter.
Your
advice
to
pursue treatment was on
target, but
the guilt trip
you placed
on Ambivafor
Dear Abby lent
wanting Co
maintain a
By Abigail
relationship
Van Buren
with
her
father was cruel.
Given that his behavior did
not manifest until an advanced
age, it was almost certainly
due to age-related changes consistent with emerging. dementia. She will need to make
sure that proper care is provided for her father and should
be instrumental in accessing
services and placement options
that will guarantee he cannot
victimize anyone else. (Elder
services and her family physician can suggest appropriate
referrals.)
She will also need to nurture and care for her daughter. Hopefully, with the assistance of a skilled professional, Grandpa's probable pathology can be delicately explained.
It may help her healing process
if she knows the cause of the
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 20, the
324th day of 2007. There are 41
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 20, 1947, Britain's
future queen, Phncess Elizabeth,
married Philip Mountbatten, Duke
of Edinburgh, at Westminster
Abbey.
On this date:
In 1789, New Jersey became
the first state to ratify the Bill of
Rights.
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In 1925, Robert F. Kennedy
was born in Brookline, Mass.
In 1929, the radio program
"The Rise of the Goldbergs"
debuted on the NBC Blue Network.
In 1943, during World War II,
U.S. Marines began landing on
Tarawa and Makin atolls in the
Gilbert Islands, encountering fierce
resistance from Japanese forces
but emerging victorious three days
later.
In 1945, 24 Nazi leaders went

on trial before an international
war crimes tribunal in Nuremberg, Germany.
In 1959, the United Nations
issued its "Declaration of the Rights
of the Child."
In 1%7, the census clock at
the Commerce Department ticked
past 200 million.
In 1975, after nearly four
decades of absolute rule, Spain's
Gen. Francisco Franco died, two
weeks before his 83rd birthday.
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IT'S SOMETHING I OVERHEARO THE
EMPLOYEES WHISPERING AS0uT
Al' THE WATER COOLER TODAY

Pain could be caused
by gallstones

behavior was illness.
Of course, it's important to
protect the teenager from further harm, as she has already
suffered enough. Fortunately,
this can be accomplished without rejecting a weakened and
elderly parent at a vulnerable
time in his life. -- GERIATRIC'
PROFESSIONAL IN N.H.
DEAR GERIATRIC PROFESSIONAL: Thank you for
offering a more empathetic
insight than I offered. Other
readers shared similar personal experiences that support your
view. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: My grandfather was a dear man, a gentleman with whom I spent a
great deal of time while growing up. We waded trout streams
together,
weeded
gardens
together, and he taught me to
play cribbage. The warm memones go on and on.
But as an elderly man, nature
caused him to take a turn.
Mom telephoned us girls (now
mothers ourselves) and warned
us not to bring our daughters
to visit. I was shocked at the
idea that Grandpa had become
a "dirty old man." But his
kindness and gentleness were
gone, as were his smile and
the twinkle in his eye. He would
have been horrified to realize
what he had become.
Abby, you are right that
"model fathers" do not molest
their granddaughters. But elderly men sometimes, for some
reason, can become unaware
of their boundaries. And sometimes they become someone
other than the person they were
years ago. Please do not condemn them. -- BEEN THERE
IN MICHIGAN
DEAR ABBY: My dad had
dementia for a number of years
before his death at 98. Dad,
who had always been a prude
about sex, began making inappropriate comments. It was
caused by dementia. I wish I
had been more understanding
and patient with him.
I understand Ambivalent's
love for her father and not wanting to cut him, out of her life.
She must explain to her daughter that her father is unable
to think normally and clearly
and visit him alone in his final
years. -- STILL MISSING MY
DAD
DEAR ABBY: My family
experienced a similar situation.
Although Dad never molested
anyone, he did expose himself to my teenage nieces. He
was diagnosed with dementia,
and as a precaution, we no
longer left him alone with our
children. I am glad we got
him the kind of help he needed. And I urge other families
in this situation to find support groups. You are not alone.
We lost Dad two years ago
and miss him terribly. -YOUNGEST DAUGHTER IN
INDIANA

DEAR DR. GOTT: My mom
turned 34 on March 9, 2007. In
2000, she started having sharp
pain in her lower back. The pain
goes right around to her stomach. My mom says it's more like
a grab in her back. When this
starts, she can
hardly walk
and has to
hold on to the
walls to get
to
other
rooms. The
pain lasts for
weeks, then it
will let up
(never goes
away,
just
lessens) for a
couple
of
By
Dr. Peter Gott weeks before
it starts all
over again. The doctors have no
idea what is going on.
DEAR READER: 1 recommend that your mother have a
liver/gallbladder ultrasound test,
because she may have gallstones.
In the list of tests she has had
that you sent me, her liver was
not examined. It needs to be. Ask
her doctor to order the ultrasound
exam when she is nearly painfree, with a repeat test performed
when she has symptoms. The comparisons may reveal the cause of
her pain.
To give you related information. I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Managing
Chronic Pain."
DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 am a
56-year-old male who is somewhat overweight. Lately, when I
drink even a single beer, my face
gets very red. I drink Coke and
coffee during the day, and my
face will get red during the day
on occasion, also. My. wife thinks

I drink too much caffeine or 1
am allergic to something in beer.
It didn't used to be this way.
What do you think,
DEAR READER: You have
probably become highly sensitive
to the effects of caffeine and alcohol. This can be an age-related
phenomenon.
It may also occur if caffeine
and alcohol raise your blood pressure, a potentially dangerous situation. Discuss this issue with
your prinuiry care physician. You
need a medical evaluation, even
though your flushing may be a
benign consequence of your age.
To give you related information. I am sending you copies of
my Health Reports "Allergies"
and "Hypertension."
DEAR DR. GOTT: A few
years ago, I saw a new doctor.
As usual, everything about me .
was recorded, including my height.
I have always claimed 6 feet I/2
inch, but the nurse measured me
at 5 feet II inches. When I complained, she told me to stretch
out as much as possible, and she
would measure me again. This
time I came out at 5 feet 11-3/4
inches. "Welcome to old age," I
thought to myself. I was about
60 at the time and am now 65.:
I saw another new doctor and.
was weighed, measured and all:
the rest. This time the nurse recorded my height as 6 feet 2 jsite..}t,-.:
es! I did not complain, but I. real-•
ly doubt I grew some 2 inches*
in the preceding five years.
The moral of this story is, just.'
because it came from a measurement in a doctor's office does
not automatically make it correct.
DEAR READER: Nothing is
perfect, including doctors' measurements. Thanks for the insight.

ContractBridge
There's Only One Hope
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
+AJ 984
Q6
•K 10 2
4K 8S
WEST
EAST
+752
•K Q 6
1110 9 5 4
VI 8 3 2
•i4
•A Q 9 5
4.1096 4
.11
SOUTH
+103
11,A K 7
+8763
•A Q 7 2
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
14
Pass
1+
Pass
I NT
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — four of hearts.

dummy's queen, crossed to the ace of
clubs and tried another spade finesse.
This lost to the king, hut declarer
now had three spades, three clubs
and three hearts for nine tricks.
In failing to find the winning
defense, Last fell victim to the
"return your partner's lead" syndrome. While this is normally a good
practice, East should have relegated
it to the scrapheap in this case.
La view of South's opals& Md.it
was impossible for West to hold the
ace of hearts. East could see a total of
26 high-curd points between his own
hand and dummy,leaving only 14 for
his partner and declarer. West could
thus hold at most one or two points.
East's best chance to defeat the
contract, therefore, was to try to
establish three tricks in his own best
suit, diamonds. before South could
score nine tricks. All this required
Assume you're defending against was that West hold the jack of diathree notrump with the East hand monds, which was certainly possible
after the bidding shown. Partner on the bidding.
leads the four of hearts, and South
If East had shifted to the five of
takes your jack with the king. diamonds at trick three, declarer
Declarer leads the ten of spades and would have been a dead duck. After
finesses, losing to your queen. What taking West's jack with dummy's
would you do now?
king, South would not have been
When the deal occurred, East able to come to nine tricks before the
returned a heart at trick three. and defense scored five, and he would
South was home free. Ile won with have finished down one.
Tomorrow: Solution to a quandary.
C2007 King Features Synchesurin
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44 Journals
46 Royal pronoun
49 Cable car
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through
54 Waned
57 Assist
58 Joyous outburst
60 Hula accompaniment
61 Add- —
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62 Shell out
63 Lamprey

1 Startled cries
4 Press agent
9 Henri's
landmass
12 Super Bowl
roar
13 Two under par
14 Female rabbit
15 Jackhammer
17 Rowboat part
19 Large tanks
21 Use a crowbar
22 Hire, as a bus
25 Plover's
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29 Nile god
30 Prima donnas
32 Cavity detector
(hyph )
33 Motor lodge
35 Full of energy
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ship"?
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40 Peeved
42 Appliance giant
43 Square pillar
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22 Crunchy
23 Asian capital
24 Part of REM
26 Distinct period
27 Non-com
nickname
28 Little kids
31 Bug out
34 Glasgow
turndown
36 Kind of sale
(hyph )
39 Spring formal
41 Grayish
45 Saturate
47 Referees
48 Realize as
profits
50 — Tome
51 Nieces and
cousins
52 Passports
etc
53 Ruby or
Sandra
55 Barely make
do
56 Dover's St
59 Keep — eye
out
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Ttrnes

VETERANS DAY PROGRAM: Students at Murray Middle
School participated in a Veterans Day program Monday
morning Retired Lt Commander Robert McAllister of the
United States Coast Guard was the guest speaker. The
assembly was held to honor those who are currently serving
or who have served the community and country in the armed
forces. The program also featured performances by the MMS
Band, comments by Murray Mayor Tom Rushing and the
singing of "America The Beautiful." Pictured above, seventhgrade students John Ramey (front left) and Lindy Hunt (front
right) visit with Veterans Day program guests, from left, Larry
Stone, vice commander of VFW Post 6291 of Murray
McAllister and Rushing.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

Murray Elementary School P3 students participate in the school's recent Fall Program "It's a Small World." The program was
presented throughout the school day and also involved P2 and P4 students. Pictured above, MES music teacher Kim Black
leads the students in a song about a foreign country.

Photo by Bntney Eckles MARS-TV 13 Student
Pictured above, from left are Tony Tang, Chess Volp, Mason
Manning, and Dylan Benningfield They are pictured with
Becky Fairbanks, MHS chemistry teacher, with a plague the
students won at the recent competition

MHS students receive awards
at MSU chemistry competition
Murray High School students
receiNed firm ph:ice di the .A7th
annual Murray State Chemistry
Scholarship competition Tony
Tang placed lirst oserall. winning a S2110 cash award and a
1.000 scholarship Mason
Manning placed second °serail.
winning $1511 cash and a VIM

si_holarship.
Held annually at MSU, the
competition int. ludes %tVeral
chetitistis
MSU
professors
compiling a multiple chiiiac
exam tor participants This
year's competition included I x
schmils trom kentut.ks. Illinois
and Terine.mx

Photo Provided

STLP SHOWCASE: East Elementary School STLP students recently enjoyed a fun day of learning about
technology at the
Hegion 1 Showcase held at Murray State University.
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STUDYING IMMIGRATION: Sixth-grade students in Judy Overbey's social studies class at
Calloway County Middle School, Ins Avila. Destiny Wendling and Andrea Montgomery participate in an immigration activity Students dressed up to portray immigrants from different countries being interviewed in the United States Students were assisted by student teacher Knsta
Shelby
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